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Foreword I Written By Norrie 

When Professor Noah Riseman first 
contacted me back in 2019 about his 
research project into the trans history of 
this state, making a proper record of this 
had been on my mind, too. 

Jogged by the sudden death of a fellow activist 
[Nadine Stransen] from back in the day, and 
having been recently given a diagnosis of cancer, 
I was getting my own affairs in order, and was 
particularly keen for these stories to be properly 
told, while there were still witnesses alive. [As it 
turned out the cancer I had was no match for 
modern medicine, and was smartly snipped out 
by a very clever surgeon.] 

We corresponded a little, then Noah came to 
interview me in person, and showed such a 
depth of knowledge and understanding as a 
member of the GLBTIQA+ community and as 
a compassionate ally of trans and other sex 
and/or gender diverse people, I was happy to 
recommend him to my fellow activist from back 
in the day, Aidy Griffin [which I did not do lightly, 
for Aidy did not suffer fools gladly]. This proved 
lucky for the sake of recording this history, for 
Aidy sadly succumbed to emphysema in 2021. 
When it came to the history of trans activism 
in this state over the last few decades, being a 
trans activist, and being a bit of a know-it-all, 
I thought I knew it all, but now I realise, I didn't 
know it by half. As an actor in some of these 
events, I thought I knew the script, but it turns 
out I only knew my bits. This report tells not 
only the histories preceding and following my 
moments in the spotlight, but other things 
happening and people working on events at the 
time. I learned a lot seeing all the pieces put 
together for a more complete picture. 

Professor Riseman has certainly done a deep 
dive on these stories and the historical socio/ 
medical/legal contexts. This report is the result 
of extensive scholarly research and much time 
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and effort finding and engaging with the actual 
people involved. 

These are stories about people who did not set out 
to become activists, but who faced discrimination 
just for being true to themselves, and worked for 
and/or found individual and/or collective solutions 
to anti-transgender discrimination and other 
obstacles against equal inclusion of sex and/ 
or gender diverse people. Those solutions then 
became springboards for others, case precedents, 
legislation to improve on, examples to inform and 
inspire. The reader may find this collected, collated 
and curated history similarly engaging. 

Progress is seldom linear, however, more often 
two steps forwards and one step back. Even 
now, after a long struggle for marriage equality 
in Australia decided by a plebiscite in 2017, and 
broader acceptance of sex and gender diversity 
including non-binary, there is a backlash targeting 
transgender people and their equal inclusion in 
school life as students and as teachers - including 
a recently defused effort by the prime minister to 
weaponise religious anti-discrimination legislation 
for this purpose. Yet at the same time, there 
are more out and proud non-binary and other 
transgender young people insisting on living their 
lives true to themselves, and refusing to be cowed 
by old ideas of "propriety" used to reinforce social 
privilege and social dispossession. 

Still, it's good to know where we've been, to see 
where we can go. 

Norrie, 10 March 2022, on Gadigal land in Waterloo, 
Warrang [Sydney] NSW 
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Yve Rees's recent transition memoir All about Yves: 
Notes from a Transition uses the adage "You can't 
be what you can't see" to explain the importance 
of trans visibility.1 

It is a sentiment echoed in numerous oral history 
interviews with trans and gender diverse people 
ranging from age 20 all the way to 89: seeing 
other people "like them" gave language, a sense 
of connection and understanding about internal 
feelings they otherwise could not articulate. In a 
society long dominated by gender binaries and ideas 
of what it means to be male/female, masculine/ 
feminine or boy/girl, finding that language and a 
sense of connection is vital to affirm someone's 
identity, feelings and mental health - particularly 
for people who do not fit into dominant gender 
constructs. 

This report takes "You can't be what you can't see" 
a step further, applying the concept of historical 
consciousness. In scholarly terms, Jorn Rusen says 
that historical consciousness "functions to aid us 
in comprehending past actuality in order to grasp 
present actuality. "2 

Put simply: historical consciousness is about 
understanding how the experiences of the past 
have shaped present communities and can 
inform their future. Rightly or wrongly, historical 
consciousness often legitimises a community's 
existence and voices - particularly for those 
communities which have been marginalised or 
disenfranchised. 

Transgender historians such as Leslie Feinberg and 
Susan Stryker argue that finding historical examples 
of gender diversity can empower trans people as 
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experts in their own histories and can contribute to 
their liberation.3 

This report aims to contribute to trans historical 
consciousness by providing an overview of New 
South Wales trans history. It reconstructs the legal, 
medical, media, social and - most importantly -
lived and living experiences of trans and gender 
diverse people. Although the report goes back to 
time immemorial, by virtue of the sources available 
and the language of "trans" which emerged post
Second World War, much of the report focuses on 
the period since the 1950s. 

This report draws on research funded by 
Australian Research Discovery grant DP180100322: 
"Transgender Australians: The History of an Identity." 

The main sources come from: 

1. Oral history interviews with t rans and gender 
diverse people who live or lived in New South 
Wales, especially past and present activists, and 
a small number of cisgender allies and health 
professionals who have worked closely with the 
community; 

2. Personal archives generously shared by 
interview part icipants, including press clippings, 
scrapbooks, old pamphlets, research reports 
and organisational records relating to the Gender 
Centre, the Transgender Liberation Coalition and 
other trans groups, past and present; 

3. Newspaper reports , accessed through Trove 
(National Library of Australia), interview 
participants' personal archives and online 
database Factiva; 



Introduction 

Carr,78n Rup2 unid2ntifi2d and R::ib2rta 
P2rkins at Th2 transs2xual and s::ici2ty s2minar 
[Australian Transs2xual Ass::iciati::in] Waysid2 
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4. Articles in the LGBTIQ+ press, accessed 
through the Australian Queer Archives 
(AQuA) and the online database Archives of 
Sexuality and Gender; 

5. Papers in the National Archives of 
Australia, State Li brary of New South Wa les 
and AQuA, including the papers of Roberta 
Perkins and old recordings of the Australian 
Transsexual Association's monthly 
Gaywaves radio spot in the 1980s. 
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As a warning to all readers: 
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use outdated terms either in a discursive manner, when they came from 
direct quotations or when they were part of a group or place name. While 
this may cause discomfort to some readers, this is part of the history and 

it cannot and should not be erased. The next section will give historical 
context to some of this terminology 
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The Challenge of Language 

Archives scholars Kelly Rawson and Cristan Williams 
define the word transgender as referring to people 
"whose gender identity and/ or gender expression 
differs from the sex they were assigned at birth."4 

It is an effective and succinct definition. Yet, the 
definition has never been static; it has changed in 
meaning and has consistently been debated and 
probably will continue to be contested and evolve in 
its usage. Indeed, some non-binary people reject the 
word transgender because they see it as linked to a 
binary reading of gender, while others see the term as 
encompassing gender diversity beyond the binary. 

One simple question not often asked is: Why do we 
use the prefix "trans" to refer to people whose 
gender is different from their sex assigned at birth? 
This dates back to 1910 when German sexologist 
Magnus Hirschfeld coined the term transvestite to 
describe people who had an innate, unexplainable 
urge to dress in clothing associated with the opposite 
sex [and I am intentionally using the word opposite 
because Hirschfeld and other sexologists thought in 
binaries]. 

A movement 
who e time 
has come 

Image. Book Cover, Trans Gender Liberation. A 
Movement Whose Time Has Come. 

Image. Illustration by Oliver Vincent Reyes. 
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The Challenge of Language 

Image. Susan Stryker speaking at the 
Trans March San Francisco. June 2077 
Illustration by Oliver Vincent Reyes 
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This evolving terminology highlights the dynamics 
of change, as new, broader conceptions of 
gender have consistently challenged community 
members and society at large to rethink 
categories and labels. But these changes over 
time have also produced tensions. Identity is 
something very personal, as are the labels people 
apply to themselves. 

Even though words like transvestite and 
transsexual are generally seen as inappropriate 
or derogatory, there are many trans people who 
still use them. Some trans people even still use the 
slang term trany/tranny, which is now considered 
a slur but was common lingo in the 1990s. It is not 
appropriate to challenge one's self-identity, but it 
is important to think through the context of why 
they may use particular words and why those 
meanings are important to them. 

American historian Susan Stryker effectively 
outlines the way we can use trans and 
transgender as umbrella terms: 

[Transgender] refer[s] to people who cross 
over [trans-J the boundaries constructed 
by their culture to define and contain that 
gender. Some people move away from 
their birth-assigned gender because they 
feel strongly that they properly belong to 
another gender through which it would 
be better for them to live; others want 
to strike out toward some new location, 
some space not yet clearly described or 
concretely occupied; still others simply 
feel the need to challenge the conventional 
expectations bound up with the gender that 
was initially put upon them. In any case, it 
is the movement across a socially imposed 
boundary away from an unchosen starting 
place, rather than any particular destination 
or mode of transition. 6 

Stryker also presents an excellent list of terms, 
past and present, associated with gender diversity 
along with definitions and explanations.7TransHub 
offers a popular, Australian-focused language 
guide on preferred and outdated terminology.8 
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Trans as a language emerged in Western cultures 
and the English language from 1910 and especially 
after the Second World War. Scholars of queer theory 
regularly argue that language has been used to 
define and control, and by defining we inherently 
exclude those people who do not fit categories. 
Queer theorists also pose a historical dilemma: if the 
concept of trans as we know and define it did not 
exist in the past, then how can we say that someone 
from the past was trans? Put another way, can we 
say that a historical figure was trans if the concept 
of trans did not exist in their time, place and culture? 

Transgender studies scholars have written about 
the concept of trans-historicities to work through 
this dilemma. Trans-historicities acknowledge that 
we can never definitively label past figures as trans 
or gender diverse, but still we can imagine trans 
possibilities when we look at examples of people 
who broke from or crossed gender norms. To apply 
trans-historicities to nineteenth and early twentieth 
century Australia means looking for examples of 
assigned female at birth [AFABJ or assigned male at 
birth [AMABJ people dressing or living outside their 
sex assigned at birth. Were these people what we 
would now call transgender but lacked the language 
to identify as such? 
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Were they only assuming a different gender for 
social or economic gain but still identified with their 
sex assigned at birth? Did they have other language 
or ways to think about their gender that we do 
not have now? Trans-historicities look at these 
possibilities and construct a lineage of gender non
conformity which leads to the present-day concept 
of trans and gender diverse 9 

Reconstructing a trans-historicity of New South 
Wales begins since time immemoria Dozens of 
Aboriginal mobs occupied present-day New South 
Wales and had their own cultural practices which 
often had gendered dimensions. For instance, 
certain stories, places, knowledges or practices 
were reserved for women or men. In present-day 
English parlance this is sometimes referred to 
as men's business or women's business. Yet, to 
say that there were gendered practices is not to 
say that Aboriginal cultures subscribed to binary 
readings of gender. For instance, in northern and 
central Australia, where more Aboriginal languages 
are still spoken, there are words for third or non
binary genders.10 

Non-binary Wiradjuri scholar Sandy O'Sullivan 
argues that the imposition of binary genders on 



.. 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities 
was part of the colonial project of dispossession.11 

As this report will highlight later, it is especially since 
the 1990s that Abor'r,mal people have been more 
voca ly reaffirming diverse gender identities The 
terms Sistergirl and Brotherboy are popular words 
that some Indigenous people use; Sistergirls are 
AMAB but have a feminine spirit, and Brotherboys 
are AFAB and have a masculine spirit Of course, 
these are English words for cultural understandings 
which do not translate easily, and non-binary and 
other gender diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people do not necessarily use these words. 
Indeed, this is a global phenomenon, as numerous 
non-European cultures have third, multiple or non
binary genders [e.g. Two-Spirit people in Native 
America; whakawahine among Maori; fa'afafine 
among Samoans; Hijra and Khawajasiras in India and 
Pakistan respectively J. 

The first white colonisers arrived in present-day 
Sydney on 26 January 1788. The settlement was a 
mixture of convicts and officers. Within months, 
relations with the Eora people deteriorated and 
the cycles of frontier violence, disease and sexual 
abuse commenced. As settlers expanded from 
Sydney to other parts of NSW across the nineteenth 
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century, these cycles repeated and facilitated the 
mass dispossession and death of Aboriginal people. 
Aboriginal people and cultures survived in an adapted 
manner, especially in missions, reserves, on cattle 
stations, in town fringes and in parts of the state 
more remote from settler population centres. In the 
twentieth century assimilation and child removal 
policies further dispossessed Aboriginal people, while 
also having the consequence of accelerating the 
imposition of European understandings of gender. 

The records in nineteenth century NSW are mostly 
silent about sexuality and gender crossing. It would 
be in the mid-1800s that a few famous cases of 
gender crossing emerged in Victoria, such as Edward 
De Lacy Evans in 1879 and Gordon Lawrence in 1888. 
NSW newspapers reported on these and other cases 
of people cau ght dressing in clothing associated with 
the opposite sex.12 

More detail about these and other Victorian 
historical examples are available from the 
Victoria's Transgender History Report, published by 
Transgender Victoria. NSW-specific examples began 
to appear in newspapers from the 1910s onwards. 

From the late 1800s through the 1920s, AFAB people 
caught dressed as men tended to be charged with 
vagrancy, which was a catch-all crime around sex 
work, homelessness and other vices associated 
with poverty. These cases regularly appeared n the 
press because of the titillation they generated and 
because of the anxieties they could produce around 
sex and sexuality.13 

AFAB people arrested for dressing could sometimes 
get away with it if they framed themselves as having 
a bit of an adventure living as a man. Indeed, there 
was often press sympathy for AFAB people who 
dressed and/or lived as men to secure better job 
opportunities and status in society. This tolerance 
only extended so long as the people accepted - at 
least to the courts and the media -that they were 
really women. 
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NSW Trans History before Trans 

AAMAB people who were caught by police tended to 
c1air that they were dress ng only as a joke Comedy 
or the theatre were two of the few socially acceptable 
contexts in which AMAB people could dress as women. 
Digging deeper, several of the cases of arrested AMAB 
people seem like more than just a joke. 

For instance, in August 1915, Sydney police arrested a 
man dressed in women's clothing and who appeared 
to be a "charming young lady" The accused claimed 
that it was all part of a bet with a friend. The accused 
placed advertisements in the newspaper and, dressed 
as a woman, had to rent a house and hire a housemaid 
and gardener. The person claimed they were so good 
at impersonating a woman that they often dressed up 
at night and attracted the affections of men.14 The bet 
defence is plausible, but given the frequency and effort 
the person went through, this case also represents a 
trans possibility.15 

Other examples from the 192Os of AMAB people 
caught dressing have even greater hints that the 
accused were not just acting on a joke or a bet One 
hint was when they admitted that dressing was a 
regular habit rather than a one-off bet For instance, 
in May 1921 Sydney police arrested George Augustus 
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Harry Crawf:Jrd tak2n by 
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Rocake dressed as a woman. The Sydney Morning 
Herald reported, "The Magistrate asked Ro cake why 
he wanted to get about dressed as he was. Rocake 
replied that he only did it about once a fortnight, and 
did it only for a joke; there was no ulterior motive." The 
newspaper also reported that Rocake had been seen 
dressing as a woman in the evening for the last year.16 

If this was just a joke, why would Ro cake be doing it 
every other week for a year? And who was the joke 
targeting? 

From the 192Os especially, newspaper reports of 
AMAB people caught dressing had undertones that 
the person was homosexual. Moreover, the 192Os saw 
the rise of AMAB people being charged for offensive 
behaviour-the same charge used for homosexuality.17 

In part this was because gender crossing was regularly 
conflated with homosexuality - a myth that persisted 
until at least the 198Os - but also the circumstances 
of some of these arrests had a sexual element One 
example was nineteen-year-old waiter Claud Phillips, 
arrested in May 1924 dressed as a woman after 
meeting a sea-cook late at night A constable found 
them near St Mary's Cathedral - a known cruising 
place - and Phillips admitted to being a man.18 



Only a handful of reports give some indication of 
the person's desire to be seen as women. In July 
1922, poli ce found someone dressed "in the height of 
female fashion" at a dance at Paddington Town Hall . 
The newspapers reported : "Many thought that the 
young man was rather a good-looking girl . He had many 
partners." Yet, there is no explanation of how or why 
poli ce rea lised that the dance attendee was not, to use 
present-day parlance, a cis woman. The person was 
quoted as asking the poli ce to let them stay unt il the 
end of the dance because they were "having the t ime 
of his li fe ."19 Was the person enj oying the male suitors, 
refl ecting possible homosexua lity? Or did they enj oy 
being seen as a woman, refl ecting a trans possibility? 
The art icle ended with a descript ion of the poli ce 
escort ing the person away on a t ram: male passengers 
st ill be lieved it was a woman being arrested. 

Perhaps the strongest trans possibility was James 
Scott arrested in February 1922 in central Sydney 
dressed as a woman. The Evening News highlighted that 
numerous constables believed Scott appeared to be 
an almost perfect woman; only a t ip-off led to it being 
discovered that Scott was AM AB and their arrest Like 
other cases, Scott was not just do ing this as a one-off: 
Scott dressed as a woman on nights and weekends "for 
as long as he cou ld remember." Scott never claimed 
that this was a joke, but rather the newspaper reported. 
"There seemed to be no other motive fo r the man's 
strange conduct than a desire to be taken notice of and 
'admired as a woman'."20 

The most famous NSW case from the pre-war period, 
though, was Harry Crawford. Born E. Fa lleni and 
presumed female at birth, Crawford emigrated from 
Italy to Sydney in 1898 and began li ving as a man. 
Crawford marri ed a woman named Annie Birkett, who 
disappeared in 1917. Three years later, po li ce brought 
Crawford in fo r questioning and Crawford confessed to 
having been AFA B. Even though Crawford denied having 
anything to do with Birkett's disappearance, poli ce 
charged Crawford with murder. 

Crawford's trial was a media sensation, part icularly 
when prosecutors wielded a dildo as evidence - referred 
to in the press as only "the art icle" and "something 
art if icial". Notwithstanding the circumstantial ev idence, 
Crawford was found guilty of murder and the judge 
sentenced Crawford to death, though this was later 
commuted. Crawford was released from gaol in 1931 
and assumed a new female ident ity. In 1938 a car hit and 
killed Crawford. 
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Crawford's conviction and public attention are 
in a sense an outlier, but they also demonstrate 
some important trends about AFAB people who 
gender crossed before the Second World War. 
AFAB people who fit into an adventure narrative 
or were seen as adopting men's personas could 
be tolerated within certain bounds. Crawford 
was different, though. The sexual element and 
evidence suggested that Crawford genuinely 
believed to be a man, and this generated 
anxieties around sex, gender and sexuality. 21 

Another person who was AFAB reinforces this 
point Harcourt Payne had been living as a man 
for fifty years in various labourer and clerical 
jobs in Sydney's western suburbs. He married 
twice and both wives passed away. When Payne 
fell ill in 1939, doctors discovered he was not 
a cis man [to use present terminology) and 
incarcerated him at the Orange Mental Hospital. 
Payne refused to accept that he was a woman, 
and doctors and psychiatrists looked for 
glandular disorders or other medical reasons to 
explain his behaviour and condition. Payne died 
in the hospital in 1940, never accepting that he 
was a woman.22 

Absent in all the above cases was the sexology 
discourse that was emerging in Europe from the 
late nineteenth and especially early twentieth 
centuries. Although Magnus Hirschfeld coined 
the term transvestism in 1910 - and British 
sexologist Havelock Ellis used the term eonism 
in 1928 to describe the same phenomenon -
the sexology discourse did not gain traction in 
Australia until the 1930s. Even then it was used 
sparsely, but it foreshadowed how medical and 
psychological discourses would come to define 
and control gender diversity from the second 
half of the twentieth century. 
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Medicalising Transgender 1950-2000 

The first Australian psychiatrists to treat people 
whose gender identity was different from their 
sex assigned at birth were based in Melbourne in 
the 1950s. Meanwhile, international events in the 
1950s-60s greatly influenced public discourses and 
understandings of trans people. 

First was the publicity about American veteran 
Christine Jorgensen's medical and social transition 
in 1953. The other was the publication of 
American psychiatrist Dr Harry Benjamin's article 
"Transsexualism and Transvestism as Psycho
Somatic and Somato-Psychic Syndromes" in 1954 
and his 1966 book The Transsexual Phenomenon. 23 

Jorgensen's transition and Benjamin's research 
cemented the language and medical approaches to 
transgender which would dominate until the 1990s. 
On the one hand, the language around transsexuals 
and transvestites meant that trans people could 
begin to articulate their internal feelings, search for 
others "like them" and access medical interventions. 

Yet, the medical approach also meant doctors, 
especially psychiatrists, were creating diagnostic 
criteria to define who was and was not a "true 
transsexual". Those individuals who did not meet the 
criteria would be denied access to hormones and/or 
gender affirmation surgery. 

When Sydney psychiatrists began working 
with trans clients in the mid-late 1960s, they 
adopted Benjamin's approach. Indeed, The 
Transsexual Phenomenon became somewhat of 
a global textbook for doctors working with trans 
clients. Benjamin framed a true transsexual as a 
heterosexual woman trapped in a man's body. 

Psychiatrists expected true transsexuals to adhere 
to stereotypica l, white , middle-class constructs of 
femininity and beauty [as Christine Jorgensen had ]. 
The expectat ion was that after com pl eting genita l 
reconstruction su rgery, they wou ld qui etly disappear 
into society indistinguishable from cis women. In 
present-day parlance , this is somet imes referred 
to as living a stealth life : not being open to peopl e 
about being t rans. 
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Although we do not know when the first gender 
clinics began in Sydney, we do know that there 
were two in operation by the early 1970s. Professor 
Beverley Raphael ran one at the Prince Alfred 
Hospital until she moved to Newcastle in 1975. The 
more prominent clinic was at Prince Henry Hospital 
under the direction of psychiatrist Neil Mcconaghy. 

Mcconaghy is a controversial figure in the history 
of sexuality and medicine because he practiced 
aversion therapy for gay men.24 When it came 
to trans clients, though, his writings and the 
recollections of those who worked with him suggest 
that he was more affirming - at least within the 
medical model of the time around true transsexuals. 

The expectation among doctors - and many trans 
people, too - was for clients to aspire for genital 
reconstruction surgery and a "stealth" life. To qualify 
for surgery first they would have to live full-time 
as women for at least twelve months and have 
regular appointments with the psychiatrist; this was 
referred to as the "real life test". Then the clients 
could commence hormones under the supervision 
of an endocrinologist for another twelve months 
at a minimum before being approved for gender 
affirmation surgery. 
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Medicalising Transgender 1950-2000 

The entire evaluation process was designed 
around ensuring that clients were certain 
that they wanted to be women and to judge 
whether the client could live indistinguishably 
from cisgender women. Although there are 
problematic aspects to both these points, 
the latter in particular was highly subjective. 
Doctors could decide that a client's physical 
appearance or mannerisms were just too 
masculine and they would never fit in as 
women. Some psychiatrists rejected trans 
women who worked as strippers or sex workers 
because they were not living sufficiently 
respectable lifestyles. 

Mcconaghy and other psychiatrists of the 
1970s-early '80s also conducted research 
with trans clients which involved measuring 
genital responses to sexual imagery. Trans 
people recall these tests as distasteful and 
inappropriate, and they also recollect that 
some of the doctors from the 1970s-80s would 
conduct invasive physical examinations which 
included inspections of their genitals. The 
reasoning behind these tests was to distinguish 
between homosexual and heterosexual clients 
-the belief being that clients attracted to 
women may regret the loss of their penis. Other 
psychiatrists were trying to distinguish true 
transsexuals from gay men who thought life 

Image: Portrait of Beverley, Sydney, 
early 1980s. Image courtesy AQuA. 
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would be easier if they transitioned to become straight 
women.In the early 1970s doctors at Sydney's Prince 
of Wales Hospital were performing gender affirmation 
surgeries. It is not clear when the first surgery was; a 
1981 interview with psychiatrist Ron Barr suggested 
that doctors had operated on about forty clients over 
a ten-year period to 1978, putting the first operation 
around 1969.25 An article published in the Medical 
Journal of Australia in 1973 suggested that surgeries 
were conducted "regularly" only from 1971.26 Other 
trans people who had the money to travel could access 
surgeries more easily in Morocco, Egypt or London [and 
since the 1990s Thailand has become the predominant 
site for less expensive gender affirmation surgeries]. In 
1978 surgeons at the Prince of Wales Hospital ceased 
performing gender affirmation surgeries. 
According to Ron Barr: 

Well, several of us felt that, and the surgeon felt, 
he wasn't entirely convinced it was helping. Often 
people who had a place in gay society, would now 
be ostracized and left in a twilight zone between 
gay and straight society- not really fitting into 
both ... the operation does not usually lead to 
a better sex life, because most had fairly good 
sex lives before ... / think being a transsexual 
is primarily an identity problem, not a sexual 
problem, because transsexuals are willing to take 
large doses of Oestrogens which greatly reduce/ 
knock out sex drive and anybody who is primarily 
interested in sex would not take anything to know 
[sic] out their sex drive, they are more concerned 
with identity 27 

Transgender people who lived in Sydney in the late 
1970s think there was a different reason for why 
surgeries stopped. They believe that the surgeons were 
not properly trained and describe some trans clients as 
having been "mutilated" or "butchered" by the surgeons, 
with numerous complications. 

The timing when Sydney public hospitals ceased 
conducting gender affirmation surgeries coincided 
shortly after the founding of the Melbourne Gender 
Dysphoria Clinic in 1975. That clinic - which is now known 
as the Monash Gender Clinic - would become the site of 
the majority of Australia's gender affirmation surgeries, 
including for clients from NSW. Until the 2000s trans 
clients had to meet the same rigid expectations 
around the real life test and psychiatric evaluations 
to be deemed true transsexuals eligible for gender 
affirmation surgery. 
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Medicalising Transgender 1950-2000 

" ... adhere to 
stereotypical, 
white, middle-class 

constructs 
of femininity 
and beauty." 

From 1979 most psychiatrists and other specialists 
like endocrinologists strictly followed the 
"Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria 
Association's Standards of Care for Gender 
Identity Disorders" . These guidelines were revised 
several times over thirty years, most recently 
in 2011 as the "WPATH Standards of Care for the 
Health of Transsexual, Transgender, and Gender 
Nonconforming People". The guidelines formalised 
the need to live two years in one's affirmed gender 
[the real life test] and the other expectations 
around what it meant to be diagnosed as a true 
transsexual. 28 The extent of control doctors wielded 
over trans people's medical transition options led to 
them being popularly described as gatekeepers. 

From the 1980s-90s, health care options for trans 
clients in New South Wales were limited. Some 
psychiatrists and endocrinologists continued to 
see trans clients and continued to subject them to 
the rigid, gatekeeper approach to health care. Most 
surgical candidates went through the Melbourne 
Gender Dysphoria Clinic, meaning the added 
interstate travel expenses. From the mid-1980s one 
plastic surgeon in Sydney began to offer gender 
affirmation surgeries through the private system. 
He is still the only surgeon who performs gender 
affirmation surgeries for trans women in New 
South Wales. To qualify, though, surgical candidates 

needed approval from two psychiatrists in line with 
the "Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria 
Association's Standards of Care for Gender Identity 
Disorders". 

Notwithstanding the restrictive medical framework 
that dominated trans discourse and health care, 
trans and gender diverse people found ways to 
navigate the system and to affirm their genders in 
different ways. As early as the 1950s there was the 
occasional doctor who would prescribe hormones 
without going through psychiatrists or other 
specialists. In 1958, one doctor was prosecuted 
under drug charges for prescribing the female 
hormones to seventeen patients as well as self
medicating with them. 29 

Other trans women were able to source hormones 
on the black market, either from chemists who 
would sell them illegally without a script [and of 
course at a higher price] or from trans women 
who would share their prescriptions. Many also 
manoeuvred the gatekeeper doctors by "playing the 
game" - dressing conservatively in consultations 
and saying what they suspected the doctors wanted 
to hear. By the 1990s, though, a new generation of 
trans people would emerge to challenge the entire 
medical model and deeply held views about gender 
and the body. 
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The camp scene 1950s-80s 

From the 1950s until the 1980s, what was known 
as the camp scene around Kings Cross and 
Dar linghurst was the main sight of trans visibility 
in NSW and Australia. Camp was the term mostly 
associated with homosexual men until the word gay 
was imported from the United States in the 1970s. 
Yet, the camp scene was more than just gay men; 
it was full of gender non-conformists and anyone 
who challenged or did not fit norms of sexuality and 
gender. 

Another way to think of it is to use the term "queer", 
which while in the past was a slur attacking LGBTIQ+ 
people, has since the 1990s been popular among 
some segments of the community. Queer- like 
camp - is an umbrella term which eschews specific 
labels and encompasses anyone who sits outside 
dominant constructs of gender and/or sexuality. 

Camp culture existed well before the Second World 
War. From 1922 the annual artist balls hosted in the 
Sydney CBD catered to camp people. Attendees 
dressed in lavish, often homemade dresses and 
costumes and were allowed to gender cross without 
fear of police attack or social derision - so long as 
they were home by a certain hour. The artist balls 
and then the movie balls continued in the post-war 
period, and often attendees would meet at Kashmir 
Cafe in Kings Cross. Members of the camp scene 
would also attend private parties, though police 
were known to raid them. 

Kar2n Chant - G=ild2n N2t Tw22d H2ads, 
1970s. Ph=it=i c=iurt2sy Kar2n Chant 
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The 1960s saw the emergence of new bars and 
clubs around Kings Cross and Darlinghurst which 
catered to the camp crowd. Many of these venues 
were ostensibly drag bars. Importantly, drag is not 
the same as being trans. Drag is when people adopt 
a persona of someone customarily from a different 
gender for dramatic performance. But drag queens 
and kings are often cisgender. Still, drag has often 
been an entree for trans people to experiment with 
diverse gender expressions. Moreover, during the 
1950s-70s especially, when there was little trans 
visibility and few transition possibilities, drag was a 
way that trans people could express their affirmed 
gender at least for a short period of time. 

The first drag bar to open in Sydney was the Jewel 
Bo: in 1961. During that same era, other bars that 
opened were the Purple Onion, Ivy's Birdcage, 
Capriccio's and, the most famous of all, Les Girls. A 
compere or host of such shows was highly regarded 
in show business, and was the stitching that held 
these campy entertainment venues together. 
Karen Chant is one trans person who worked 
as a compere at all these venues. Indeed, club 
owners often sought Karen when they opened new 
businesses because she was seen as so successful 
at promoting them. She recalls that in the 1960s 
especially, she and other performers would arrive 
and depart from the venues presenting as men 
because otherwise they could face police abuse and 
harassment, especially from the vice squad. By the 
1970s, though, Karen was living and dressing full
time as a woman and felt much safer to do so. 
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The camp scene 195Os-8Os 

Carl::itta and B::ibbi8 Nu82nt LBS Girls. Kin;is 
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The different venues catered to different clienteles. 
Karen recalls the Jewel Box was a bit rough, as 
sailors from Kings Cross often went there and 
harassed gay patrons. The Purple Onion had a more 
regular crowd, while Les Girls very much catered 
to straight people from the suburbs who came into 
the city for a dinner and a show. 30 Even local and 
visiting celebrities were known to attend the shows 
at Capriccio's. 31 The Les Girls headline act Carlotta 
became a household name in the 197Os, regularly 
appearing in the media and even featuring on a few 
episodes of the popular and boundary-pushing soap 
opera Number 96. 32 

Many trans people who were children or 
adolescents in the 1970s remember Carlotta, Les 
Girls and showgirls more broadly. They had mixed 
reactions to this visibility. On the one hand, seeing 
trans showgirls provided a sense of connection to 
know that there were other trans people out there 
and they were not alone. But the showgirl imagery 
was so prevalent that many young or adolescent 
trans people feared that was the only career option, 
and that often pushed them to deny their authentic 
selves for years or decades. 

Kar2n Chant att2ndin;i th21955 
Artist Ball. Ph::it::i c::iurt2sy Kar2n Chant 



The trans showgirl scene was mostly conta ined 
to Sydney, but there was a small presence in other 
parts of NSW By the late 1970s Les Girls had a 
touring show that would travel to regional Australia 
and even to cities like Canberra, Adelaide and Perth. 
The trans women would perform their revue at RSLs 
and other clubs, usually to very welcoming crowds. 
Those who toured on these shows generally recall 
favourable receptions in the towns, though Vonni 
specifically recalls a tour in the early 1980s when Les 
Girls encountered hostility among a small group in 
Bombala in southern New South Wales. The person 
running the town hall would not let them use the 
women's toilets and referred to the performers as 
deviants. Although the town hall was packed with 
about 200 audience members, outside there was a 
small group of picketers with slurs. After the show, 
the situation got so tense that the tour had to leave 
the town early. That said, Vonni emphasises that 
Bombala was the exception; in most communities 
the Les Girls tour had no trouble. 33 

Susan LB Gay2 with T ::iny M::in::ip::ily 1969 
Ph::it::i c::iurt2sy Susan LB Gay2 
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The other site of trans show girls W8S around Tweed 
Heads and the Gold Coast In the 1970s there were 
several revue shows featuring drag queens and 
trans women. Most shows were either touring or 
based on the Gold Coast, but at least one in NSW 
was the short-lived Tweed Heads club the Golden 
Net Karen Chant remembers that the venue was 
a converted boathouse located on a pier on the 
Tweed River. The owner was a gangster, and while 
the gig paid well, it had a very poor attendance and 
therefore did not last for long.34 

By the 1970s, the Kings Cross/Darlinghurst scene 
had expanded to include stripper bars and sex 
workers. Trans strippers worked at establishments 
like the Pink Panther and the Pink Pussycat It was 
always ambiguous whether the audience knew that 
the majority of strippers were trans women. Some 
of the performers had gender affirmation surgery, 
but the majority had not Some stripteases ended 
with the performer revealing their genitals, but 
most strippers would effectively tuck and tape their 
penises for the entire show. 

Susan LB Gay2 - LBS Girls, 1964 
Ph::it::i c::iurt2sy Susan LB Gay2 
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Tranny Lane and Sex Workers35 

The other big group of trans women in Kin gs Cross 
and Darlinghurst were the sex workers. Street sex 
workers operated all over Darlinghurst and parts of 
Woo ll oomooloo , wi th distinct spaces fo r gay men, 
cis women and t rans women. By the 1980s the trans 
sex worker culture was embedded in the streets and 
laneways around Premier Lane and William Street 
which collectively became known as Tranny Lane. 
In the early 1980s trans and sex worker activist 
Roberta Perkins estimated that there were about 
twenty trans women working Tranny Lane each 
night Trans sex workers recall that this number 
ballooned to as much as 50-100 on a weekend night 
by the 1990s. 

Tranny Lane had a strict set of unspoken rules which 
any new sex worker would have to learn quickly if 
she were to get by. New girls had to start on William 
Street and usually had to prove to be tough enough 
to stand up to a top dog [or sometimes a woman 
who claimed to be a top dog]. After doing their time 
on William Street - usually a few months -they could 
move up to Premier Lane. Even within Premier Lane 
there would be hierarchies based on seniority, with 
stronger personalities taking on top dog roles. The 
way former sex workers talk about Tranny Lane 
suggests that there was almost an equilibrium; 
those who did not figure out the rules quickly did not 
last long before being ostracised [or beaten]. 

At the top of the social hierarchy- the queen 
of queens as Phlan-Michelle p, rss descr oed her 

was Carmen Pupe A Maori trans woman from 
Aotearoa New Zealand, Carmen had worked as a 
showgirl, stripper and sex worker in both Sydney 
and Wellington. She gained notoriety for her shows 
featuring a snake and for running for mayor of 
Wellington in 1977 on a platform of legalising brothels 
and marriage equality. She subsequently returned 
to Sydney and was a regular fixture in Tranny Lane 
from the 1980s onwards. 

Carmen's spot was on the Woolloomooloo side of 
William Street at the intersection of Forbes Street 
She was not usually working with clients so much as 
looking out for the girls. Several former sex workers 
fondly recall having conversations with Carmen. 
One person remembers being saved by Carmen 
when a group of angry guys chased her, and another 
credits Carmen with influencing her to kick her drug 
addiction. Carmen Rupe passed away in 2011 at age 
seventy-five. 
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Some trans women performed sex work for only a 
few weeks or months, while others did it for years. 
Demographically t rans sex workers came from all walks 
of life, though anecdotally there was a disproportionate 
number of women from Pasifika or Maori backgrounds. 
Indeed, a 1983 police submission to a parliamentary 
inquiry into prostitution noted that half of the sex 
workers in Tranny Lane were Maori .36 Kooncha Brown 
recalls that on William Street, there were different 
spaces for the Maori and Pasifika, Asian and Aboriginal 
women and another space for new girls.37 

Trans sex workers could see anywhere from just one 
client to a dozen in an evening depending on how much 
money they were after and how long they were willing 
to work. There were relatively set rates, and any girl 
found to be undercutting would face punishment from 
the other girls . They sometimes performed the job in 
clients' cars , doorways, on the streets or would direct 
the clients to drive to certain places they knew. 

Carmen Rupe: Signed 'Kiwi 
Carmen·, January 1960. 
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Tranny Lane and Sex Workers 

At the end of a shift the most popular hangout 
was Taxi Club. Ori ginally known as the Grosvenor 
Club when it opened in 1956, this was Sydney's 
oldest licenced LGBTIQ+ friendly venue, located on 
Flinders Street at Taylor Square. Taxi Club was not 
only popular with the sex workers but with all trans 
people - strippers, showgirls and trans women from 
the suburbs including members of the Seahorse Club 
[described in the next section]. The venue closed in 
2012. 

Sex work could be dangerous, and the risks 
came from both clients and police. Sex worker 
interviewees reported being brutally beaten, robbed 
and raped by clients, some sustaining permanent 
damage from the physical trauma. Sex workers tried 
to find ways to minimise risk, such as jumping out 
of vehicles at red lights if something felt suspicious, 
or not getting into certain cars. Sometimes 
another girl would jot down the licence plate of a 
vehicle. Yet even these steps could never eliminate 
risk - particularly for sex workers who had been 
ostracised from Premier Lane and were sent to a 
part of William Street where only the worst clients 
approached. 

Starting around 1985, Roberta Perkins and the 
Australian Prostitutes Collective [founded in 1983] 
began o comp'le informatio about abus:ve clients. 
They shared this information among sex workers to 
support their safety. Dubbed the Ugly Mug List, over 
time this data evolved to a pamphlet handed out by 
the Sex Workers Outreach Project [SWOPJ to street 
workers with descriptions, pictures and licence 
plates of dangerous clients. 
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Police harassment was also rampant around Tranny 
Lane. The NSW parliament partially decriminalised 
street-based sex work in 1979, but still police 
arrested sex workers for violating laws prohibiting 
working in residential streets and for committing 
homosexual acts [which were not decriminalised 
until 1984]. Police routinely would do round-ups, 
chasing and arresting the sex workers in Tranny 
Lane. Some police were physically abusive; others 
verbally harassed the trans women. More often than 
not, police would deny the trans women's affirmed 
gender and lock them in the men's cells, which could 
be another dangerous situation. 

Police harassment was a risk for all trans women 
in Kings Cross and Darlinghurst, though generally 
strippers and showgirls were protected in the clubs 
so long as the managers were paying off the police. 
They could still be victims of harassment on the 
streets, though. Roberta Perkins's book The 'Drag 
Queen' Scene Transsexuals in Kings Cross 
describes one stripper who was the victim of a 
brutal gang rape by nine police officers.38 Oral history 
interviews with showgirls, strippers and other non
sex workers who socialised in the camp scene from 
the 1950s-70s did not like to discuss police relations 
at length. These interview participants also usually 
distinguished between individual cops who were 
kind versus others who were keen to harass and 
arrest trans women [and gay men]. 

Sex worker interview participants, however, almost 
unanimously reviled the police and were vocal about 
the harassment, brutality and corruption within 
the force. Those who worked the streets for longer 



Tranny Lane and Sex Workers 

periods of time got a sense of police patterns like 
when they might initiate a round-up - such as when 
there were visiting dignitaries in town. When a 
round-up was happening, some sex workers could 
take refuge in PJ's: a cafe to support sex workers 
which was in the basement of St Peter's Church on 
the corner of Upper Forbes Street and St Peter's 
Lane. They also got the occasional warning from the 
friendly police officer that a round-up was coming. 

Although Tranny Lane was the main site of trans 
sex work, there were others who performed work 
in other parts of Sydney and NSW Newcastle, for 
instance, had a smaller trans sex worker scene 
around Hamilton Railway Station in Islington and 
near the Criterion Hotel where gay men hung out 
Newcastle sex workers may also do work in Sydney, 
where they could have more clients in one night, and 
they faced the same risks of harassment and abuse 
from both clients and police.39 

Police harassment diminished significantly from 
1995 as a result of two interconnected reforms. 
First, amendments to the Prostitution Act repealed 
the neighbourhood restrictions on street work, and 
sex workers generally consider this the real moment 
of decriminalisation in NSW The other catalyst 
for change was the 1995-97 Royal Commission 
into the New South Wales Police Service - more 
popularly known as the Wood Royal Commission. 
The Wood Royal Commission exposed entrenched 
police corruption and led to substantial reform 
within the operation of the NSW Police. Sex worker 
oral histories all demarcate 1995 as a turning point 
in relations with police, leading to a significant 
reduction in harassment and abuse. 

Another threat facing sex workers was sexually 
transmitted infections, and after 1983 HIV and AIDS 
were particular risks. The Australian public health 
response to the AIDS epidemic has generally been 
considered world-leading , with a focus on working 
with at-risk communities to develop prevention 
and education strategies. T 1. rios .ly 

I n I r ltr re::ipor"~ ~ven 
.hougr .hey were an at ~isk JrUL p 

lma88 Transs8xual [trans88nd8r] 
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Bruc8 Mill8r, SMH. 
Ph::it::i c::iurt8sy AQuA lmag8 R::ib8rta P8rkins' 1983 
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There were some exceptions. For instance, the 
Albion Street Centre Outreach Bus regularly visited 
Tranny Lane, and in 1989 it reported an infection 
rate of 25% of those sex workers known to the 
program. The Kirketon Road Centre regularly had 
a van parked near Carmen Rupe's spot, offering 
condoms and testing for trans sex workers. Roberta 
Perkins' interviews with HIV positive trans women 
from the 1980s found that health professionals were 
generally supportive and respectful. HIV positive 
trans people were also able to access volunteer 
services such as the Ankali Project. Staff at Tiresias 
House [later known as the Gender Centre] also did 
outreach on Tranny Lane, but with the exception of 
the occasional program, organisations like the AIDS 
Council of NSW [ACON] were not targeting trans 
people in their outreach. 

By the 2000s changes in the sex work industry 
and the local area led to the decline of Tranny Lane. 
Darlinghurst began to gentrify, bringing in more 
affluent locals and changing the demographics of 
visitors and the nightlife. Probably more influential 
was the rise of the internet. which several former 
sex workers credit as having killed off street work. 
As later sections explore, sex work has shifted 
online and to private residences, leading sex worker 
outreach groups to develop new strategies to 
engage with and support trans sex workers. 

Transsexuals in :K1ings Cross 
tell their own story 

Roberta Perkins 
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Transgender Organisations 1970s - 80s 

Trans people were still mostly invisible in 1970s-80s 
Australia. Newspaper reports, especially in tabloids, 
reported cases of gender crossing and by the 1970s 
took up the salacious language of the "sex change". 
Most reports were exploitative and covered topics 
like sex work, showgirls, suicide or crime. That said, 
trans people who participated in newspaper articles 
were savvy at crafting their own narratives. Behind 
the shocking headlines, often the article content was 
relatively respectful. New magazines in the 1970s like 
Cleo and Forum sometimes ran reports about trans 
people which were quite respectful - and trans children 
and adolescents from the 1970s remember those 
reports. The ABC also occasionally ran news stories and 
features about trans people, including a special 1974 
episode of Four Corners. By the 1980s trans stories were 
featuring in women's interest magazines like Woman's 
Day Sensational and sometimes sexualised stories were 
also common in Australasian Post. Notwithstanding 
the problematic portrayal of trans people as objects 
or freaks, the visibility still continued the pattern of 
giving language and a sense of connectedness to trans 
people. 40 

NSW and Australia's first trans social and support 
groups were founded in the 1970s. Rosemary Langton 
had long been dressing part time as a woman. In the 
1950s-60s she resided in Hong Kong and the UK and 
came across transvestite organisations such as the 
UK-based Beaumont Society and American magazine 
Transvestia, published by Virginia Prince. Rosemary 
moved to Sydney in 1968, and in May 1971 she took a 
risk and placed a notice in the Kings Cross Whisper- a 
newspaper known for nudity and sexual classified 
advertisements. 

Feminique c::iver artw::irks [1994 61976] 
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Rosemary's advertisement read: 

"TV enthusiast would like to meet other 
TV enthusiast for mutual pleasure." About 
ten Sydneysiders and another twenty-five 
or so people from other cities answered 
Rosemary's advertisement [as well as a few 
people who thought TV was referring to . 
television, rather than transvestites]. 

Rosemary organised a meeting of an inner circle 
of trans friends at a Malaysian restaurant. At 
that gathering they decided to form a group for 
heterosexual transvestite cross-dressers [as 
they called it then], and they adopted the name 
Seahorse Club of Australia. Rosemary says that she 
suggested the seahorse as the emblem because 
the males keep the fertilised eggs in a pouch until 
the baby seahorses mature. Seahorse held its first 
meeting in August 1971, becoming the first known 
trans organisation in Australia. 41 

In its first four years Seahorse was a national 
organisation with state convenors outside of 
Sydney. A 1974 membership directory listed forty
three members across Australia and even one in 
Aotearoa New Zealand. In and around New South 
Wales, twelve members lived in Sydney along 
with one in Lismore, one in Newcastle and five in 
Canberra.42 Four times a year the group published 
the newsletter Feminique, and since the 2000s 
the newsletter was called Seahorse Magazine. By 
1975 the national approach was not really working, 
so the other states formed their own separate 
organisations. Victoria and Queensland retained 
the name Seahorse, while South Australia adopted 
the name Carrousel Club and Western Australia 
named their group the Chameleons Society. 

Members derived from all walks of life 
including ca rpenters, clerks, doctors, engineers, 
lawyers, po licemen, teachers and even sports 
stars. The earl y membership list has people 
aged from their twenties through to their fift ies, 
though since the 1990s the organisation has 
tended to attract new members over fo rty and 
with an ageing core membership. 
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Transgender Organisations 1970s - 80s 

The membership has always been predominantly 
white and caters especially to trans people who like 
to cross-dress and adopt feminine identities part
time. Indeed, until the 2000s Seahorse explicitly 
identified as a club for heterosexual transvestites, 
rather than transsexuals or transgender people. 
That said, many members who began as cross
dressers would go on to medically affirm their 
gender and moved on from Seahorse. In a sense, 
Seahorse was often a transitional group during 
people's transition. 

Seahorse would hold monthly meetings in a private 
location either on Sydney's northern outskirts or on 
the Central Coast [in the 1990s they also sometimes 
used the Gender Centre]. Members would show 
up, could dress as women and socialise, and then 
would return home. Secrecy was of the utmost 
importance, so people who wished to become 
members had to apply and go through an interview 
screening process to ensure they were serious 
about being trans. By the late 1970s the group was 
running a few other events, such as the first Trans
Seminar conference in 1976. The program featured 
topics on trans people and the law, family life, 
support for partners and what psychiatry had to say 
about transvestism. 

Seahorse also participated in media requests, such 
as features in Cleo and a spot on the popular Mike 
Walsh Show in 1974 and other radio and television 
programs. Their aim was to normalise trans people 
and present them as respectable individuals who 
just liked to dress in women's clothing from time-to
time. Those members who participated in television 
programs commented on how respectful the 
production crews were, particularly the make-up 
staff 

Importantly, Seahorse never was and never 
intended to be an activist organisation; it was 
always intended to be a social and support group. 
They did make a submission in 1975 to the Royal 
Commission on Human Relationships as well as met 
with commissioner Anne Deveson. Moreover, one 
could say that to the extent that the personal is 
political, participating in media reports to promote 
acceptance of trans people was a form of activism. 
But as an institution Seahorse never lobbied 
politicians for law reform, funding or trans rights. 
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Transgender Organisations 1970s - 80s 

Sometime around 1978, Noelena Tame [sometimes 
spelled Noelina or Noelene] founded another 
group called the Australian Transsexual Self-Help 
Association. Unlike Seahorse, this group was for 
trans women who had or intended to have gender 
affirmation surgery. In its first four years, it, too, was 
a support group. By 1981 members were meeting at 
the Wayside Chapel in Kings Cross. 

Noelena was, in some ways, an accidental activist. 
In late 1982, members of the Moore Park Women's 
Lawn Bowls Club discovered that Noelena was 
trans and moved to have her membership revoked. 
Noelena was devastated and took to the media, 
where reports in newspapers and a feature in 
Woman's Day presented sympathetic portrayals of 
a respectable grandmother who simply wanted to 
play lawn bowls. She also lodged anti-discrimination 
complaints and wrote letters to state and federal 
ministers. Unfortunately, Noelena's efforts were 
unsuccessful because state and federal anti
discrimination laws had no protections for trans 
people. 43 Noelena continued to be involved in 
transgender support, but stepped away from 
leadership roles. 

Noelena's successor as leader of the Australian 
Transsexual Association would prove to be Sydney 
and Australia's most prominent transgender activist: 
Roberta Perkins. Born in 1940, Perkins had long-held 
interests in Native American cultures, anthropology 
and gender. In the late 1970s Roberta transitioned 
and began to conduct research on transgender 
lifestyles for a Master of Arts thesis at Macquarie 
University.44 This was the beginning of decades of 
fieldwork working with trans people, especially sex 
workers. From the 1980s onwards, Roberta was 
known for her research and activism around both 
trans and sex worker rights. 

Roberta continued to run the Australian Transsexual 
Association support group at the Wayside Chapel 
and also transformed it In January 1982, two 
trans sex workers - Phillis McGuiness and Vicki 
Harris - were arrested and charged as men for 
having procured males for an indecent act Their 
September 1982 trial became an important test 
case: it was illegal for men to solicit other men, 
but female sex work was legal. Witnesses included 
psychiatrists who argued that transsexuals were 
women. Roberta, as spokesperson for the Australian 
Transsexual Association, drew on the importance 
of self-identification to affirm the women's gender. 
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The magistrate rejected these arguments and found 
the trans women guilty of procuring males for an 
indecent act The legal ramifications and the appeals 
are discussed in more detail in the later section on law 
reform. 

The McGuiness and Harris verdict devastated trans 
women. Roberta spoke in a radio interview about 
several trans women ringing her, crying and feeling 
humiliated. Roberta decided to take action and on 2 
October 1982 staged Australia's first known public 
demonstration for trans rights at a shopping centre 
in Manly. It was only a small turnout, which Roberta 
attributed to the fear many trans women felt about 
the consequences of being visible. Still, this was an 
important turning point because, as Roberta put it: 

"I think the time has now come for transsexuals to 
really start demonstrating to the public through, if 
necessary, through the public demonstrations that 
were held last Saturday But show the public that 
we're not weird, that we're not freaks or anything 
else. We are people with feminine identities, and 
these feminine identities are quite firm. "45 

Running in tandem with Roberta's burgeoning activism 
was her research. Indeed, it is because of Roberta's 
work that we have so much information about trans life 
and the sex work industry in Darlinghurst in the 1980s. 
Former sex workers and colleagues remember Roberta 
fondly for her pushiness, which produced results. 
She was able to compile interviews and surveys 
with dozens of trans women [and hundreds of other 
cisgender women sex workers]. 
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this data to prepare submissions to government 
inquiries and to publish books which exposed the 
challenges, lifestyles and subcultures of trans 
women and all sex workers in Sydney. 

One of those books was The "Drag Queen" Scene, 
published in 1983. As noted above, the book was 
an ethnographic study of the different trans 
subcultures in Kings Cross and Darlinghurst It 
was very nuanced; it was supportive of the sex 
industry while also highlighting that the reason 
so many trans women worked as strippers and 
sex workers was because of the discrimination 
they faced in society, with no other employment 
options. 

The NSW Minister for Youth and Community 
Services, Frank Walker, read a copy of The "Drag 
Queen" Scene and it moved him He met with 
Roberta to discuss the problem of homelessness 
facing trans women, remarking: 

"Roberta, we have got to find them a place 
where they can lay their heads at night." 

Walker secured funding for Roberta to open 
a refuge for homeless trans women. Tiresias 
House opened in October 1983 with enough beds 
to house twelve people.46 

Demand for Tiresias House was huge, and by 
1984 the Department of Community Services had 
provided additional funding for two more houses 
in Ashfield and Haberfield. Most people stayed at 
Tiresias House for up to a few months, but there 
was no official time limit Residents came from 
all walks of life, though workers from the 1980s 
recall that there was a large number of trans 
women in their late teens and a high proportion 
of Maori girls. Almost all residents were trans 
women, but a 1988 Midday Show story about 
Tiresias House included a trans man. This was one 
of the earliest examples of trans men's visibility, 
and it resonated with other trans men who saw 
the clip and realised that there were others out 
there like them.47 

Residents at the original Tiresias House 
had shared accommodation and lived under 
supervision. Those who had been good tenants 
could be moved to one of the other houses, which 
were unsupervised and had a bit more privacy. 
Tiresias House employed primary care workers to 
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do almost every necessary task from the supervision 
of the house through to outreach to clients and trans 
women in prison. By the late 1980s Tiresias House 
also employed youth workers to support trans young 
people. As the AIDS epidemic hit, Tiresias House case 
workers were also distributing condoms and clean 
syringes to trans sex workers in Kings Cross. 

Outside of Seahorse and Tiresias House, there 
were few other organised trans groups in the 
1980s. Away from the visible scene in Kings Cross 
and Darlinghurst, unknown numbers of trans 
people lived quiet lives. One such example was 
Katherine Cummings, who worked as a librarian at 
the Sydney College of the Arts and transitioned in 
1986. Katherine did a series of radio interviews on 
the ABC about her transition and in 1992 published 
her autobiography Katherine's Diary The book 
won a Human Rights Award in the Literature Non
Fiction category. Katherine went on to hold librarian 
positions at Macquarie University then UNSW. 
Around 2001 Katherine began working at the Gender 
Centre as editor of the quarterly magazine Po/are. 
She continued in that and other roles at the Gender 
Centre - including planning the organisation's first 
Trans Day of Remembrance commemoration in 2003 
-for eighteen years.48 Katherine Cummings sadly 
passed away in January 2022, age eighty-six. 

Kath2rin2 Cummin;is, Katherine's Diary 
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By the 1990s, Tiresias House was the main site 
of trans community organisation in Sydney. That 
said, the activism that first spurred its founding 
had gone quiet Tiresias House was primarily a 
refuge, gathering place, and site for information 
dissemination around topics relating to trans health 
care - including transition options. Since 1993 the 
organisation has published the magazine Po/are five 
times a year. Po/are is an amazing resource which 
has consistently shared information on a range of 
legal, medical, social, historical and cultural topics of 
interest to trans and gender diverse people.49 

In 1993, the Department of Health began jointly 
funding Tiresias House with the Department of 
Community Services, expanding its remit to include 
HIV prevention and support for the trans community. 
The organisation changed its name to the Gender 
Centre, just as a new generation of activists was 
emerging. 

SS Tir2sias fl::iat [Tir2sias H::ius2, 
trans;i2nd2r fl::iatl Sydn2y Gay Mardi Gras 

Parad8, 1988, ph::it::i by Barry L::iw2 
Ph::it::is c::iurt2sy AOuA 
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Trans Men Boys Will Be Boys 

Trans men were mostly invisible until the 
1990s. The dominant medica l discourses around 
transsexualism and t ransvestism overwhelmingly 
assumed t rans people to have been AMA B, 
though researchers overseas and interstate did 
acknowledge the existence of trans men. The most 
commonly touted figure was that trans women 
outnumbered trans men by a ratio of 3:1. 

There were multiple reasons for trans men's 
invisibility. First, from the medical standpoint, 
the notion of wrong body discourse and genital 
reconstruction surgery as the end objective did not 
fit trans men so easily because surgical options 
to construct a penis were limited to a handful of 
specialists in Europe. Even though many trans men 
did not see their identities as bound to a penis, 
their doctors did. That said, beginning in the 1970s 
a small number of top surgeries were performed 
in Sydney, which proves that there were trans men 
transitioning. 

From the social side, there was a longstanding 
history of people presumed female at birth who 
dressed as men and lived either as butch lesbians or 
as masculine women. There are some very sensitive 
debates when discussing this history. One argument 
is that many- but by no means all - butch lesbians 
were actually trans men. Just as drag was an entry 
point for many trans women when there were no 
other transition options, so too was living as a butch 
lesbian a way trans men could express their gender 
in eras when there were no other transition options. 
There is some truth to this theory in that many trans 
men interviewed for this project did indeed live as 
butch lesbians before they transitioned. But one 
must also be cautious not to label all butch lesbians 
as trans men because that would erase and deny 
what was, and still is, a real identity. Instead, this 
is just an acknowledgement that in an era of trans 
men's invisibility, butch esb1ans were o'le site of 
trans men and tra s masculine possibilities. 

The other reason for so much trans men's invisibility 
was because, for those who did commence 
hormones and had top surgery, it was easier to 
disappear quietly into society. The effects of 
masculinising hormones - growing facial and body 
hair, male pattern baldness, dropping of the voice -
has made the experience of being "stealth" easier 
for many trans men to access. In eras when being 
openly trans was dangerous and could lead to 
discrimination, it is not surprising that most trans 
men chose to disappear quietly. 
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This began to change, on a small scale, in the 
1990s. Jasper Laybutt was well-known in Sydney 
and indeed across Australia as co-founder of Wicked 
Women: the country's first lesbian magazine with a 
focus on sadomasochism and erotica. Jasper also 
hosted several popular parties and competitions 
catering to lesbians and bisexual women with BDSM 
interests. 

Through his networks, Jasper became aware of the 
American magazine FTM, founded in 1986 by Lou 
Sullivan. Jasper credits FTM with changing his life 
because he learned about 'le ex stence of rans 
men and the possibility of transifoning Jasper 
experimented with gender expression, dressing 
in masculine clothing in daily life and in a more 
pronounced way when going to clubs and bars. 
Jasper then realised that he was a man. 

Jasper saw a psychiatrist and ran into delays 
transitioning because of false assumptions the 
doctor made about Jasper potentially regretting 
becoming a man and not being able to bear children. 
Fortunately, Jasper had the support of a good friend 
who was also transitioning, and he persisted. 
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Trans Men Boys Will Be Boys 

It was 1991. Jasper was still going through his 
transition, and he was frustrated with the gatekeeper 
health professionals and felt disempowered. With his 
friend Max Zebra-Thyone, Jasper was able to assemble 
a small group of trans men for a series of meetings. 
Out of t his gathering, Boys Will Be Boys fo rmed: 

one on the Central Coast, one in Melbourne and two 
in Queensland. The monthly newsletter reported on 
international news and, perhaps more importantly, 
shared letters and stories from the members. Later 
issues even had letters from a member in Darwin. 51 

Austra lia's fi rst known trans men's group. 

Boys Will Be Boys was a national organisation, but the 
majority of members and events were organised by 
Jasper in Sydney. Boys Will Be Boys hosted a small 
number of meetings in a cafe or someone's house. It 
was a mix of social and support group, usually with 
only about four or five people attending. The meetings 
were not very frequent; both Jasper and Max suggest 
that they were only a few times a year, with a larger 
annual event that attracted about a dozen people.50 

Around 1994, Jasper was no longer in a position 
where he could continue producing the newsletter 
and events. Boys Will Be Boys ended in its original 
format, but Craig Andrews took over as leader and 
morphed the organisation into FTM Australia. This, 
too, existed primarily as a remote organisation but 
grew in membership with the advent of the internet. 
It later became the Facebook group FTM Australia 
and subsequently changed its name to Trans Masc 
Australia. 

From February 1992 Boys Will Be Boys published a 
monthly newsletter, and this was able to reach a wider 
audience. By August 1992 the membership was seven 
people in Sydney, two in Newcastle, one in Bathurst, 

The 1990s also witnessed a bit more visibility a d 
support for trans men at he Gender Centre. As 
mentioned above, Tiresias House did have a small 
number of trans men as clients. Indeed, as early as the 
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Trans Men Boys Will Be Boys 

first anniversary of Tiresias House in 1984, a trans man 
named Ray was part of the celebrations. Yet, for the most 
part staff at Tiresias House did not have experience or 
knowledge about the needs of trans men. Around 1992 
staff at Tiresias House approached Jasper Laybutt to 
provide education around trans men. In 1996 the Gender 
Centre hired Jasper to work as designer on the publication 
Po/are and he also provided peer counselling for trans 
men. The numbers were still small; Jasper estimates that 
he only saw up to two clients a month.52 

1] FTM C::inn2ct Th8 G2nd2r 
C2ntr2. Br::ichur2 c::iurt2sy AOuA 

2] Po/are - Au;iust 1995 back c::iv2r. 
llma;i2 c::iurt2sy Th2 G2nd2r C2ntr2 
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In the late 1990s Craig Andrews, who also worked 
at the Gender Centre and took over Boys Will Be 
Boys/FTM Australia, would continue to provide 
peer support for trans men. From 1996-2000, Sean 
Taylor was employed at the Gender Centre and was 
organising social groups and events for trans men 
like a bush camp Winter Solstice party and World 
AIDS Day commemoration. On Tuesdays Sean hosted 
a drop-in meal. As a social and support worker 
Sean also developed a good relationship with the 
Department of Housing to support clients needing 
affordable housing, as well as helped clients having 
difficulties with Centrelink.53 From the mid-2000s 
trans men's visibility began to grow substantially. 
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In the 1990s there were two interrelated areas of 
law reform which transgender activists targeted: 

1. Legal recognition of people in their affirmed 
gender, and 

2. Anti-discrimination protections. 

These were not as simple matters as they may 
seem. Indeed, both subjects generated divisive 
debates within the trans community over 
definitions, terminology and who should be the 
beneficiaries of any legal reforms. 

The need for law reform was nothing new, though 
the problems associated with legal recognition only 
came to light in the 1980s. As early as 1978, the 
Family Law Council published a report titled "Birth 
Certificate Revision of the Sexually Reassigned". 
The document explored international practice 
around legal recognition for people who had gender 
affirmation surgery.54 
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Although the report did not make any specific 
recommendations, it did highlight an important 
point: almost all Australian laws which related to sex 
recognition relied on a person's birth certificate, and 
there were no legal mechanisms in any Australian 
state or territory for a trans person to change the 
sex marker on their birth certificates. 55 

From 1979 through 1985 the Standing Committee 
of Attorneys General regularly had Sexual 
Reassignment as an agenda item. The Committee 
aimed to prepare a unified national approach to 
gender recognition, and in 1984 the group prepared a 
template of model state/territory legislation. Under 
the proposal, a person who had gender affirmation 
surgery could obtain a certificate of recognition in 
their affirmed gender, which would be recognised 
for all legal purposes that required a birth certificate. 
In the end, only South Australia adopted this law as 
the Sexual Reassignment Act 1988 and the issue 
disappeared from the federal agenda [Western 
Australia eventually passed similar legislation in 
2000]. 

In the absence of any state legislation, common law 
rulings guided how courts and other entities did or 
did not recognise a trans person's affirmed gender. 
The main precedent was a 1971 British divorce case 
called Corbett v Corbett The judge took a biologically 
essentialist view of sex versus gender, ruling that 
even though a person could change their gender 
they could not change their sex. The Corbett v 
Corbett case underpinned the aforementioned 1982 
conviction of Phillis McGuiness and Vicki Harris as 
males who procured a male to commit an act of 
indecency. 

McGuiness and Harris appealed their convictions. 
In 1984 the District Court dismissed the appeal, so 
McGuiness and Harris then appealed to the Supreme 
Court of NSW It took a few more years, but in a 2-1 
ruling, in 1988 the Supreme Court overturned the 
lower court rulings and broke from the Corbett 
v Corbett precedent. The justices relied heavily 
on a mix of medical and psychological evidence 
and determined that a person who had gender 
affirmation surgery did, for the purposes of the 
law, change their sex. As an interesting twist, this 
meant that only Harris's conviction was overturned 
because McGuiness did not have gender affirmation 
surgery. R v Harris and McGuiness set an important 
precedent, but still in the absence of any legislation 
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or regulations, there was no process by which trans 
people in NSW could obtain a birth certificate or 
other certificate of recognition in their affirmed 
gender. This meant that documents ranging from 
bank accounts to drivers licences to social security 
records could only be in their sex assigned at birth. 
Trans people could not marry if their partner was 
the same as their sex assigned at birth. It caused 
problems in child custody disputes. Incarcerated 
trans people usually were housed in prisons 
associated with their sex assigned at birth, where 
they faced harassment, abuse and often sexual 
assault [though some trans women were able to 
find powerful men as sexual partners to protect 
them in men's prison]. 

In the 1990s a new generation of activists led 
the campaign for legal recognition and anti
discrimination protections. They fit into two rival 
organisations that bitterly hated each other: the 
Transgender Liberation Coalition [TLC; sometimes 
called the Transgender Lobby Coalition] and the 
Transsexual Action Group [TAG]. As their names 
suggest and will be discussed more below, their 
different agendas hinged on whom they defined as 
trans and who should be eligible for recognition in 
their affirmed gender. 

TLC was founded in 1991 to pressure the state 
government to increase funding for Tiresias 
House. In 1992, new leaders Aidy Griffin and Norrie 
transformed TLC into a more activist group. Indeed, 
it was Aidy who proposed changing the original 
name "Transsexua/"to "Transgender". TLC was the 
first known organisation in Australia to use the 
term transgender, and this reflected a conscious 
effort to shift away from the medical, embodied 
understandings of gender in favour of a social
constructivist interpretation. 

Aidy explained in 1993: 

"Transgender is a far broader term that covers 
everyone. At least the way we use it, it covers 
everybody who lives outs ide gender norms. 
It's not an ident ity, it's not a condition, it's not a 
personali ty type, it's not a category."56 
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TLC leaders were particularly interested in the 
emerging ideas around gender socialisation and 
performativity being written by scholars like Judith 
Butler, and as the decade went on they also adopted 
many of the ideas of queer theory. 57 To put it another 
way, TLC was living and espousing the ideas of queer 
theory before scholars took those ideas to pen and 
paper [or computer and printer]. 

TLC aimed to build alliances with other organisations, 
including Boys Will Be Boys and various gay and 
lesbian organisations. TLC members also conducted 
or participated in research projects to produce 
evidence about the challenges facing transgender 
people in NSW One of those projects commenced 
in 1993 was called the Trany Anti-Violence Project 
Over a six-month period, twenty-three trans 
people reported nine incidents of discrimination by 
employers and service providers along with thirty
four examples of verbal, physical and sexual assault 
Examples included: 

• one person living in a country town who was 
punched by a stranger when she went to 
purchase a coffee at a local cafe; 

• a group of men who groped a trans woman's 
breasts in inner-Sydney, then knocked her to the 
ground and kicked her. The police were rude to 
the trans woman and refused to enter the house 
where the assailant lived; 

• a sex worker's client was angry when he 
learned that the trans woman did not have 
gender affirmation surgery. The client ripped 
off her clothing and hit her while shouting 
homophobic abuse. 58 
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The other vital piece of research was a 1994 report 
authored by Roberta Perkins. The title "Transgender 
Lifestyles and HIV/AIDS Risk" is misleading because 
this report was not about HIV/AIDS. Rather, it 
was the first comprehensive research study into 
transgender people across Australia. The survey 
covered topics including sexual health, physical and 
mental health, employment discrimination, welfare 
access, sex worker experiences, relationships, 
family and substance abuse.59 Aidy Griffin was one 
of the researchers on the project and noted that 
in 1996 this report would prove instrumental at 
garnering the support of key parliamentarians for 
anti-discrimination reform. Indeed, when Victorian 
lawmakers debated anti-discrimination protections 
for trans people in 2000, Transgender Victoria 
activists and parliamentary allies, too, referenced 
Roberta's 1994 report 

TLC saw anti-discrimination law as fundamental 
to securing any wider rights and opportunities 
for transgender people. According to both Aidy 
and Norrie, gay and lesbian groups were at best 
ambivalent and at worst hostile when it came to 
trans rights. The hostility especially came from a 
contemporaneous group called the Lesbian Space 
Project: a group aiming to purchase property in 
inner Sydney for the exclusive use of lesbians. The 
organisers of the Lesbian Space Project opposed 
trans rights and represented what in present-day 
parlance would be called TERFs [trans-exclusionary 
radical feminists]. Aidy challenged the Lesbian Space 
Project's discriminatory approach in the Sydney Star 
Observer The project never raised sufficient funds 
to fulfill its goals, in part because of the debates 
within the organisation over trans inclusion. 60 
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Aidy and Norrie recall that the NSW Gay and 
Lesbian Rights Lobby was not anti-trans per se, 
but rather were only interested in gay and lesbian 
rights. At the same time that TLC was lobbying 
politicians for inclusion in anti-discrimination laws, 
the NSW Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby had its 
own legislative reform agenda and wanted theirs 
to take precedence. Norrie confronted the Gay 
and Lesbian Rights Lobby with some provocative 
public statements, leading them to expel Norrie. 
Yet, Aidy credits Norrie's expulsion as having an 
unintentionally helpful outcome: because the Gay 
and Lesbian Rights Lobby did not want to appear 
transphobic, the organisation then pledged to affirm 
trans rights and support TLC in its endeavours. 61 

The other trans group, TAG, formed around 1994 
from trans people who thought TLC's approach was 
too militant. TAG rejected TLC's umbrella definition 
of transgender, instead subscribing to the medical 
model of true transsexuals versus transvestites 
and others who did not desire gender affirmation 
surgery. Its membership was pretty much just two 
people, and their main objective was to lobby only 
for birth certificate reform. Whilst developing the 
amendments, it became clear that there would be 
difficulty passing a bill which catered for people 
who had not undergone gender affirmation surgery. 
Not wishing to come away empty-handed, TAG got 
behind this model. 

The rivalry between TLC and TAG was vicious and 
played out in the pages of Po/are, in meetings with 
politicians and at Gender Centre meetings. TAG 
leaders tried to emphasise their respectability, with 
Ricki Coughlan [then Carne] being one prominent 
member. Ricki had made international headlines in 
1991 when she was outed as a transgender person 
competing in women's athletics competitions. 62 TAG 
maligned TLC's leadership for their connection to 
sex workers and their brash demeanour, believing 
such an approach would not be effective with 
parliamentarians. Importantly: years later, Norrie and 
Ricki reconciled and are now on good terms. 

Moreover, just as ideas around gender and the body 
have evolved, so, too, does Ricki now accept and 
espouse social constructivist ideas about gender 
and supports the rights of all trans and gender 
diverse people to be able to express themselves, 
live their truths and be affirmed in law regardless of 
medical or surgical interventions. 63 
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TLC and TAG had their respective allies in the 
NSW state parliament. TLC had the ear of the 
independent Member of the Legislative Assembly, 
Clover Moore, who introduced amendments to the 
Anti-Discrimination Act in 1994. Clover adopted the 
broad terminology of transgender, arguing that 

"The bill does not canvass the means by 
which people make the transition from 
one gender to another. I do not consider it 
necessary to discuss the motivations or 
reasons for people making this transition ... 
The real issue, the only issue, is eliminating 
this discrimination."64 

Clover introduced her private member's bill during 
the final year of the Fahey Liberal Government. 
The 1995 election ushered in Bob Carr's Labor 
Government, which was more favourable to LGB and 
transgender rights. 

The new Attorney General Jeff Shaw proved to 
be a huge ally for trans people. He met with TLC 
representatives and prepared amendments to the 
Anti-Discrimination Act which built on Clover Moore's 
bill. In addition to adding transgender as a protected 
category, the legislation also amended the Births, 
Deaths and Marriages Registration Act to, for 
the first time, offer a pathway for trans people to 
change the sex markers on their birth certificates 
to their affirmed gender. Even with ALP support, 
though, to pass the upper house the bill would need 
support from either the opposition or minor parties. 
Aidy Griffin, along with TLC members J Hooley and 
Nadine Stransen, lobbied politicians regardless of 
party, but the Liberal and National Parties would not 
support it They did, however, secure the support of 
the Greens, Democrats and the Better Future for Our 
Children Party- just enough numbers to pass the 
upper house. 

Aidy later wrote in Po/are about TLC's efforts: 

"We apologised to nobody, we made no excuses 
for our lifestyles, we made no discrimination 
between the various choices that tranys can 
make to resolve their issues. We were defiant, 
out, proud and successful."65 
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Amendments to the Anti-Discrimination Act passed 
the NSW parliament in May 1996, making it the 
second jurisdiction after the ACT [1991] to include all 
transgender people as a protected category [South 
Australia anti-discrimination law since 1986 protected 
"transsexuals" who had gender affirmation surgery 
under the definition of "sexuality"]. 66 

There was one part of the bill where TLC did not achieve 
all its goals, and that was on birth certificate reform. 
TAG had two principal allies in the cabinet who proved 
influential: Minister for Transport and Tourism, Brian 
Langton, and Minister for Police, Paul Whelan [ who also 
was Acting Attorney General when Shaw was on leave]. 
Ricki Coughlan remembers telling her story at a meeting 
with Whelan, who then arranged an unscheduled 
conversation with Premier Bob Carr. Ricki told Bob 
Carr about the challenges she experienced as a trans 
woman who could not update her gender marker on 
legal documents. She recalls Bob Carr's response: "This 
is really easy; it's a matter of equity." 67 Brian Langton 
successfully argued in cabinet that birth certificate 
reform should only be available for those people who 
had gender affirmation surgery. Although TLC was 
disappointed that trans people could not self-identify to 
change their birth certificates, they still supported the 
overall legislation. 68 

The debates over anti-discrimination protections 
exposed deep divisions within the LGB and transgender 
communities. On the LGB front these began to heal, 
and the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras is a good 
example that demonstrates this change. Transgender 
people had been marching in Sydney Gay and Lesbian 
Mardi Gras for years, and Tiresias House even had its 
own float sometime around 1988. Still, there were public 
debates in the early 199Os over trans inclusion in the 
organisation. 

In late 1994 Norrie and Carmen Rupe organised the 
Tranny Pride Ball at the old site of Les Girls as a 
fundraiser to get a Tranny Pride float in the Mardi 
Gras. The ball was a raging success, and in 1995 Norrie 
organised the Tranny Pride float "for everyone who's 
proud to be a tranny, and everyone who's proud to be 
seen with trannies." 69 Around that time the Sydney Gay 
and Lesbian Mardi Gras officially opened its membership 
to transgender [and bisexual] people, and by the end of 
the 199Os the acronym LGBT had taken hold. The rifts 
within the transgender community, though, faced one 
further battle before they would heal. 
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The Gender Centre Trany Wars and their Aftermath 70 

The rivalry between TLC and TAG was part 
of a much larger fight within Sydney's trans 
community. Although both groups were small in 
membership, they symbolised two large blocs 
of trans people: those who still subscribed to 
embodied, medical ideas about transsexualism and 
transvestism versus those who believed in social 
constructivist ideas of gender. These ideological 
differences played out especially over the direction 
of the Gender Centre and its leadership. This period 
in the Gender Centre's history in 1996 is popularly 
known as the Trany Wars. 

The Gender Centre was still primarily a refuge and 
site of support and resources for trans people. Yet, 
according to TLC activists like Norrie and Aidy Griffin, 
the resources, workshops and guidance mostly 
aligned with the medical model. Pamphlets, for 
instance, provided information about medical and 
surgical options. Some clients complained to TLC 
that the majority of counsellors were cisgender and 
did not adequately understand their needs. 

Those staying in the refuge had to sign statements 
promising not to criticise the Gender Centre, and 
other clients found it difficult to access services 
such as HIV peer support The Gender Centre ran 
events featuring psychiatrists and other doctors 
as guest speakers. J Hooley and three other TLC 
activists tried to attend one of those sessions to 
ask a surgeon a challenging question. The Gender 
Centre hired a security guard who barred them from 
entering, only further enraging TLC. 

The LGBT press - part cularly Capital O and the 
Sydney Star Observer closely foil owed the 
Tra y Wars, in part because Norrie and Aidy wrote 
extensive letters and reports for the respective 
publications. In one letter to Capital O Norrie outlined 
TLC's position: 

Despite what the doctors said about us all 
these years. we are not sick or disordered 
or dysphoric. What we are is mad! Mad that 
there are still other people dictating "what's 
best" for us. Mad that the Gender Centre is 
still teaching other people that tranys are 
sick, disordered and dysphoric. Mad that 
non-tranys are running trany affairs. Mad 
that they've banned the tranys who got anti
discrimination for us. 71 
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In addition to moving away from the medical 
model, high on TLC's agenda was ensuring that the 
staff at the Gender Centre were all transgender. 

The Trany Wars came to a head at the September 
1996 annual general meeting. Even the build-up to 
this meeting was rife with controversy. TLC alleged 
that the Gender Centre management committee 
tried to block the nomination of eight TLC-aligned 
candidates. The Gender Centre staff alleged that TLC 
activists were consistently bullying and harassing 
them. A mediation sorted this disagreement, and the 
TLC-aligned candidates were allowed to go ahead. 
The meeting was a raucous affair, with accusations 
of what might be called branch stacking for both 
the TLC-aligned and non-TLC candidates. There were 
fights over procedures and the voting system, not to 
mention who had a right to speak. 

One of the more dramatic moments was when 
Roberta Perkins - who as an elder statesperson had 
been silent during the Trany Wars- rose to speak 
over the chair's objections. Roberta had held her 
cards close to her chest, and at last she revealed her 
position in support of community control and the 
TLC-aligned candidates. The meeting was so chaotic 
that the chair adjourned it early to be reconvened 
the next week. 

In the interim, there had been somewhat of a 
peace deal between TLC and the Gender Centre 
management committee. The management 
committee agreed to TLC's main demands -
abandoning the medical model of transsexualism, 
implementing an affirmative action policy to hire 
transgender staff and a review of the centre's 
management- if Norrie withdrew their candidacy 
for the management committee. Norrie agreed to 
this, believing that TLC candidates could still win the 
elections and that achieving TLC's main aims was 
more important. 

A lawyer attended the resLmed ann al gener· ii 
meeting the follow·nq week Norrie still made 
several interventions around procedure, winning 
some motions and losing others. When the election 
was finally held for the management committee, 
TLC-aligned candidates won three and the outgoing 
management committee's candidates won three. 
The seventh position was a tie. Everyone agreed 
that the winner would be determined by pulling the 
name out of a hat The winner was Nadine Stransen, 
a TLC-aligned candidate. With majority control of the 
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Gender Centre management committee, TLC had 
essentially won the Trany Wars. 

Some of the changes that the new management 
committee ushered in were around language, 
shift ing away from expressions like "pre-operative" 
and "post-operative transsexuals" to "non
operative ". 

They shifted away from working with doctors and 
instead ran workshops and education programs, 
beginning with a two-day convention in January 
1997. The program included sessions covering what 
transgender is, health services, substance abuse, 
relationships, families, cross dressing and challenges 
confronting Indigenous trans people and trans 
people from non-English speaking backgrounds. 
The Gender Centre later developed education 
workshops around anti-discrimination rights, HIV 
support, education programs with employers and 
embarked on more community outreach. Many 
staff left the Gender Centre over the next year -
some because they no longer felt comfortable in 
the new environment, but others because of poor 
management and harassment. 

Opponents of TLC continued to attack its leaders 
and the changes happening at the Gender Centre. 
Norrie recalls anonymously-published leaflets 
appearing at sex shops and other venues on Oxford 
Street under the title "The Ra'nbow? Tlie Promise " 
Norrie saved these leaflets, which contain derisive 
and an often-sarcastic tone that attacked TLC, 
Norrie and Aidy. One example portrayed Norrie as 
essentially running a re-education "Camp Norrie": 

Images: The Rainbow news/etters,c. 199 7, insulting 
Aidy, Norrie and TLC. Courtesy Norrie. 
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Norrie's bad hair day! Their secret agenda! 
Do you remember the meeting where 
ou asked Aidy Griffin and Norrie-May 

Welby to say psychiatrists were no 
longer needed because from now on 
TLC would decide who got surgery? 
No? Neither do we. 
Do you remember anything in Roberta 
Perkins election statement that said 
anything about sacking the Gender 
Centre staff? 
No? Neither do we. Al Zimer 

Laughing Hyenas! 
Psychiatrists are shy, gentle, gazelle-like 
creatures that arc easily disturbed and run 
for cover. Imagine when they tied to a 
stake in a meeting with TLC! As these 
hungry predators circle around and Norrie 

TLC's health "achievements" May-Welby's megaphone like mouth has 
I. Three Gender Centre staff resign in their sylph like forms heading for the 
protest at intimidation and sectarianism. horizon. Then they lie in wait for 
2. Three more staff under sentence now! unsuspecting Trannies , as they make their 
3. Gender Centre funding now wider threat. once in a lifetime gender migration to the 
4. Gender Centre services dead in the water sunlit uplands of their gender identity, 
due to Aidy and Norrie! TLC search out the weak, the old, the 
5. Now impossible to gain access to gender defenceless and the whole pack joins in for 
reassignment surgery in NSW for new girls. the kill. 
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thought to be "making plans" for a new 
· ob since her attempt to become Gender 
Centre manager failed. It's a bit hush 
hush, but Rainbow can reveal that it 
involves an unpleasant substance, 
manual labour, and the use of a shovel. 
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dinosaur refugee from Jurassic Park, 
her wildly swinging tail is costing the 
Trany community valuable support1 

Flick out go 3 staff, flick out go the 
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What form of printed questionaire will be sent out to service users? 
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party where Transgender health 
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In oral histories, the Trany Wars and their 
afterriath tend to conflate two unrelated but 
contempora eoLs problems The first was, of 
course, the divisions wrought by the Trany Wars 
and the personalities involved. But the other 
was an unfortunate period of poor management 
and corruption which immediately followed the 
Trany Wars. Roberta Perkins had to step aside as 
president of the management committee due to ill 
health, and a different person took on that role. As 
former Gender Centre general manager Elizabeth 
Riley recalls, the person tried to pit the staff 
against the management committee and vice 
versa. The person also became an employee, which 
went against normal practice around conflict of 
interest and separation between the management 
committee and staff The person also wanted to sit 
in on counselling sessions as an observer, to which 
Elizabeth Riley profusely objected. 

Riley was forced to reapply for her job, and it 
was through that process that she was able to 
expose the poor management that had plagued 
the Gender Centre in 1997. Roberta Perkins was 
on the selection committee, and Riley had a 
private word with Roberta exposing the other 
person's behaviour and challenges. Roberta then 
observed the person behaving inappropriately 
and that marked the end of her leadership. By 
1998, with Riley as general manager of the Gender 
Centre, calm was restored and the organisation 
henceforth proceeded to run smoothly. 

The Gender Centre continued to operate 
a refuge, HIV support groups, other peer 
support and counselling programs, workplace 
education programs and outreach - including 
to incarcerated or para ed trans people In 1997, 
Craig Andrews put together the Gender Centre's 
first website. It included links to information 
about training programs, education resources, 
legal rights [including around anti-discrimination, 
recognition and prison policies], back issues of 
Po/are and links to other national and international 
organisations that supported trans people. For 
years, the Gender Centre's website was the 
country's largest repository of resources for 
anything trans and continues to highlight such 
information and the ongoing activities of the 
Gender Centre. 

Th2 Rainb::iw n2wsl2tt2rs,c 1997. insultin;i Aidy N::irri2 
and TLC. C::iurt2sy N::irri2 
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The Gender Centre Trany Wars and their Aftermath 

Misgendering and harassment from both other 
inmates and prison staff are also common. For this 
reason the Gender Centre and other organisations 
consistently ran outreach programs to support trans 
prisoners and have lobbied for further reforms. 

Recognising that there was not enough support for 
trans men, Riley also aimed to bring in more support 
programs that specifically targeted them. In fact, 
several trans men recall the work of Sean Taylor 
offering peer support groups and other outreach 
for trans men from 1996-2000. The Gender Centre 
also began to work more actively with Sistergirls 
and Brotherboys, with an Aboriginal member of the 
management committee in the late 1990s. From the 
late 1990s through the 2000s, the Gender Centre 
organised the annual Trany Pride Ball. 

In 2002 the Gender Centre worked with the 
organisers of the Sydney Gay Games to develop a 
new policy on transgender inclusion. The Gay Games 
organisers also met with representatives from 
Pasifika and Indigenous groups. The Gay Games 
adopted a new definition of transgender that shifted 
away from medical models: "A transgender person 
is someone who was born anatomically male or 
female, but has a strong and persistent, bona tide 
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identification with the gender role other than 
that assigned at birth. A transgender person 
may or may not have had medical treatment 
to transition to their chosen or self-identified 
gender."75 Transgender competitors only had to 
provide evidence that they had been living in the 
affirmed gender for two years, and the evidence 
was intentionally flexible so that people from 
diverse cultures and nationalities could meet the 
requirements. One hundred fifty-eight transgender 
athletes from twenty-eight countries registered for 
the Sydney Gay Games.76 

The TLC activists mostly left the Gender Centre 
after the Trany Wars and the group disbanded, 
having fulfilled its goals. Aidy Griffin backed away 
from the transgender scene almost entirely and 
passed away in October 2021 after a long battle with 
emphysema. J Hooley became an academic. Nadine 
Stransen turned to art but over the years her mental 
health deteriorated and she died under mysterious 
circumstances in early 2016.77 Norrie continued to 
be involved in trans rights activism; they worked 
as a project officer for SWOP, was a performance 
artist and in the 2010s would mount a monumental 
legal case testing the rights of non-binary people in 
NSW [discussed in the section Legal Victories and 
Shortcomings]. 

@ 



Images: We're family too, 2000 (AFAO Indigenous Cay and 
Sistergir/-Transgender Project). Image courtesy AQuA. 
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Sistergirls, Broth erboys an d Gen der Diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mob 

Aboriginal communities across Australia have 
long held a place for Sisterg irls, Brotherboys 
and gender diverse people. As Kooncha Brown 
explained in a 2003 video produced by ACON, 
Aboriginal communities did not necessaril y use 
Eng lish words li ke gay, lesbian or transgender, but 
still there were cu ltu ral understandings of sexual 
and gender diversity. Indeed, Kooncha had fam ily 
[her mother's cous ins] who were Sistergirls, and 
one even married her husband in a church . In that 
same video, Lillian described how members of her 
community recognised her feminine spirit long 
before she understood her own identity. That 
said, the Sistergi rl s in the video also spoke about 
encounteri ng verbal abuse, misgendering, ostracism 
and other discrimination within their fam ilies and 
communit ies. Several of these Sistergirls moved 
to Sydney or other urban areas as a safer place to 
explore their gender. 78 

Aboriginal people have always been a part of 
Sydney's trans scene. Kooncha recalls that 
when she moved to Sydney in the early 1980s, an 
informal network of older Sistergirls would organise 
barbeques, parties and other gatherings. As time 
went on, this group of Sistergirl Elders also helped 
younger Sistergirls to access support services, 
such as ACON. It was also in Sydney that Kooncha 
first heard the word Sistergirl and found it to be an 
inclusive term to describe herself and many other 
feminine Aboriginal people who had been assigned 
male at birth [in her community the expression 
"funny h" described people who were sexually or 
gender diverse such as herself]. When Kooncha 
arrived in Sydney in the 1980s, Sistergirls and gay 
Aboriginal men were a relatively insular group, but 
over time they mixed with LGBTIQ+ people from 
diverse cultural backgrounds.79 

Sistergirls were workers on Tranny Lane, clients 
at Tiresias House/Gender Centre and faced 
prejudice from police and other parts of society. 
Indeed, Phillis McGuiness - one of the two people 
whose court case led to the first legal recognition of 
trans people's affirmed genders - was an Aboriginal 
person. The Aboriginal Legal Service represented 
McGuiness, and although she lost her appeal, the 
victory of her co-defendant Vicki Harris marked an 
important legal turning point 

It was in the 1990s that Sistergirls began to 
organise nationally. Much of this activism came out 
of the HIV sector, starting with a 1994 conference 
that identified the need for AIDS councils to have 
ident ified Aboriginal project officers. Bu ilding on 
this work, Perth-based Aunty Vanessa Smith took 
a leading ro le in advocating for recognit ion of the 
distinct needs of Sistergirls.81 In Ju ly 1999, Aunty 
Vanessa chaired the First National Indigenous 
Sisterg irl Forum on Magnetic Is land, the lands of the 
Wu lgurukaba peoples. On the organising committee 
were representatives from NSW: Kooncha Brown, 
Paula Hartigan from the Gender Cent re and Ku 
Ahomiro from SWOP. The conference brought 
together thirty-f ive Sistergirls from across Austra lia 
[except fo r Victoria and Tasmania], including Lisa 
Taylor who worked at the Gender Cent re. 

Image: Lisa Tay/or and Aunty Vanessa Smith. 
Image courtesy Lisa Taylor. 
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Sistergirls, Brotherboys and Gender Diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mob 

Conference discussion topics focused 
especially on identity, violence, human rights 
and substance abuse affecting Sistergirls, The 
attendees contributed to a final report which 
made recommendations about the importance 
of education programs and visibility of Sistergirls 
within LGBTIQ+ and Indigenous communities and 
service providers, 

Some of the specific recommendations included: 

That governments and government funded 
agencies promote employment opportunities 
and training for Sistergirls, particularly in the 
health sector. 
That Aboriginal Legal Services ensure their 
services are accessible to all Indigenous 
Australians, 83 particularly Sistergirls, and that 
these services be funded adequately to provide 
necessary legal representation. 

· Indigenous health services, including outreach 
services, provide support, education and 
counselling to the families of Sistergirls to 
promote family reconciliation. 
That all corrective services, juvenile justice 
and prison authorities respect the gender 
of Sistergirls as is currently done in NSW, and 
that visits to Sistergirls by other Sistergirls be 
facilitated for counselling purposes. 
That Indigenous and all government housing 
authorities allocate housing to Sistergirls on 
a non-discriminatory basis and recognise the 
particular housing needs which Sistergirls may 
have due to marginalisation. 
That a national Indigenous Sistergirls network 
be created, with the support of AFAO [Australian 
Federation of AIDS Organisations] and the AFAO 
IGSSC [Indigenous Gay and Sistergirl Steering 
Committee], to promote education, information, 
communication and networking and support the 
Sistergirls representative on the IGSSC, and that 
this network include Sistergirls from the Torres 
Strait Islands where possible. 
That "sistagirl" from now on be spelled 
"Sistergirl". 
That governments fund community and school 
anti-violence programs, and that they include 
Sistergirl issues. 
That nationally applicable Indigenous Sistergirl 
resource materials be developed by AFAO/ 
NACCHO/AIDS Councils and AMSs and that 
these resources address safe sex and drug use, 
gender issues and mental health. 
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Sistergirls, Brotherboys and Gender Diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mob 

· Acting as a contact point for Sistergirls, and 
providing outreach services. 
Working with individual clients to ensure they 
have access to appropriate services. 

· Developing health education strategies for 
Sistergirls. 

· Supporting community development activities 
among Indigenous Australian gay men, lesbians 
and Sistergirls. 

· Networking with Sistergirls, sexual health 
workers and other relevant individuals and 
organisations. 

· Assistance in training for service providers in 
the HIV and broader health sector; and 
The production of resources to meet the 
current needs of Sistergirls. 81 

This final point came to fruition in 2003 in the 
form of a video resource for ACON which featured 
Sistergirls telling their own stories about community, 
sexual health, family and their transition journeys, 
The video -funded out of a donation from the Diva 
Awards - was targeted at Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities as well as sexual health 
service providers, 

In 2000, Kooncha and other staff in ACON's 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander unit organised 
a float in the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi 
Gras under the theme Our Country, Our Queen 
Designing and building the float was a community 
development project bringing together Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people from the queer 
community, including Sistergirls, In an interview 
on Aboriginal radio program Awaye!, the project 
coordinator Chris Lawrence explained: 

"Our float is about visibility and it's about 
celebration of the diversity within Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander communities being 
different sexualities. It's about breaking that 
silence and allowing a place and a sense of 
belonging for our sexual identities and the 
issues that encompass that." 

The float centrepiece was a sixty-four year old 
Sistergirl named "Her Majesty, the Black Queen 
Francine", who represented Mother Earth,82 

From tlie 2010s, Lisa Taylor. Rroved to be one of 
tlie most visible NSW advocates for Sistergirls 
and, imQontantly, Brotherooys Around 2009 
Lisa beca e tne Sistergirl reQresentative on 
Anwernekenne National Aboriginal 

HIV /.Al OS Alliance .. 
She organised tne 

the 2015 Anwernekenhe conference and 
[unsuccessfully J 

Brotherboys Australia is still a QOQulan site to 
Brotherboys and 

Indigenous Australians, 

.. Clay and Uncle 
featured in sho r,t documentaries 
SBS and have made themselves available to 

Dean, a Wiradjuri man has lived all ove r, 
the Central and .. He was wo r.king 

Kooncha Brown when he transitioned 
and descr, ibes incredible SUQQo rit I 

QarticiQated in forums like tne 2015 Anwernekenne 
conference and a 2016 

broaden Aboriginal advocacy, such as in 
care and carceral 

Brotherboys and gende r, diverse 
lslande ra QeoQle .. 

consistently exQosed disadvantages and 
of discrimination confronting 
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NEW TRANSGENDER 
GROUPS: 
1990s - 2010s 

The 2000s and 2010s witnessed the rise of 
trans visibility across Australia and around 
the world. One driver of this was the effect of 
anti-discrimination laws: it was now safer for 
trans people to come out and transition in the 
workplace. There were more openly trans people 
in professions, and there were more employment 
opportunities beyond the common pathway of 
showgirls or sex work. That said, trans people very 
much could still be subjected to discrimination in 
the workplace. This was hard to prove or could 
be costly to contest through anti-discrimination 
boards. It was also common for employers not 
to be hire trans people and to use the nebulous 
justification that they were not the right "cultural 
fit"' 

The advent of the internet brought new 
opportunities for trans people's awareness and 
ability to connect Oral history interviews with 
trans people who transitioned since the late 1990s 
often point to the importance of the internet to 
learn more and connect with others. People like 
Adrian Barnes used the internet to great effect, 
setting up a Geocities page in 1996 as a primitive 
form of what we now call biogs. The internet thus 
offered forums where trans people could post 
information themselves, free from the shock and 
derision so often underpinning media reportage. 

The internet also presented new opportunities 
for existing transgender networks, though many 
were slow to take these up. In the 1990s Seahorse 
still identified as an organisation for heterosexual 
transvestites. The membership base when it 
was founded in 1971 ranged from their twenties 
through forties; several of the original members 
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were still involved in the 1990s-2000s, which was 
a testament to the significance of the club in their 
lives, but also reflected how the group represented 
an ageing demographic. 

From 1999 there was a change in leadership at 
Seahorse, with Adrian Barnes and her friend Lynne 
Johnston leading the charge to rejuvenate the 
club. This meant organising more public activities 
beyond the private monthly gatherings: nights 
at restaurants, trivia nights and treasure hunts, 
for example. In 2001 the reinvigorated committee 
organised the Seahorse Ball to celebrate the club's 
thirtieth anniversary, and in 2002 many Seahorse 

Image: First ever TgR Cafe Night. 
Image courtesy Adrian Barnes. 



New Transgenger Croups 1990s - 2010s 

members attended the first Canberra Glitter Ball. 
In 2002 Adrian set up Seahorse's first website and, 
controversially, added an email address option 
to the membership application form. There was 
a bit of a tension about this because of concerns 
around retaining the group's secrecy and privacy 
of members. From about 2006, another change 
in Seahorse leadership steered the group back 
towards its earlier approach of primarily just 
holding the private monthly meetings. 

Adrian Barnes' interest in facilitating online 
spaces led to the development of another new 
group. In 1997 Adrian started an online forum 
called Crossdressing in Australia. This was before 
the days of website moderators, so pretty much 
anyone could post material onto the forum. In the 
first few years, there were about fifty regulars 
who contributed to the site. In 2001, Adrian moved 
the site to a different platform and changed the 
domain name to Trannyradio. The name was a pun 
on both the term tranny, which was still in vogue, 
and the idea of a transistor radio [Adrian as a kid 
always had an interest in transistor radios]. 

From 2002 people could become members of 
Trannyradio with a $5 fee [ waived for those who 
could not afford it]. By July 2004 Trannyradio had 
153 members, and it increased to 500 by March 
2007. The membership of active participants 
- meaning those who posted at least once in a 
calendar year- peaked at 728 in 2011. That same 
year, in recognition that "tranny" was now seen 
as a derogatory slur, Adrian changed the group's 
name to TgR. 

TgR is still active and is open to any trans and/ 
or gender diverse person. There are numerous 
forums on the website on topics ranging from 
shopping, dress tips and make-up through to 
discussions and advice about medical and surgical 
options for transitioning. Demographically, the 
majority of members are trans women, with a 
balance between dressers and those who desire or 
had gender affirmation surgery. In the past decade 
Adrian has had to moderate the site to remove 
personal attacks. Adrian credits the attacks to 
some people's lack of empathy and failing to see 
that every transition journey is different.85 Indeed, 
this is a challenge that has driven many of the 
divisions within the trans community including 
the T rany Wars: accepting the diversity of trans 
experiences versus seeing one's personal journey 
as "the" model for everyone to follow. 
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Another new organisation, founded in 2001, was Sex 
and Gender Education (SAGE). Established by Tracie 
O'Keefe and Norrie, SAGE's aims are around campaigning 
for trans legal rights. The group has always been small 
[about six people in its early years] and focused its work 
on writing position papers and submissions to various 
inquiries.86 As outlined later, where SAGE was most 
effective was in working for legal recognition of gender 
diverse people beyond the binary. 

The 2000s and then 2010s also saw the rise of more 
social events and opportunities for trans and gender 
diverse people. From 2010-18 Adrian Barnes organised 
monthly cafe nights in Balmain then Glebe. During the 
same nine-year period, Adrian organised an annual 
weekend in Katoomba known as Transformal. The 
centrepiece of the weekend would be a dance, but the 
weekend also involved smaller social events and a series 
of education seminars.87 

The rise of Facebook and social networking sites 
generated a plethora of other trans social groups which 
have met online and face-to-face. One such group began 
in 2015 when a small group of trans people gathered at a 
cafe in Darlinghurst.88 The idea originally came from Peta 
Friend. She wanted to form a new social group which 
could change the narrative of trans people from one of 
suffering to one of resilience, vibrancy and celebration. 
From that first meeting, Trans Pride Sydney was born. 
The group began with monthly social meet-ups around 
days of significance or days when trans people may feel 
isolated or lonely [e.g. Trans Day of Visibility, Trans Day 
of Remembrance and Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi 
Gras]. When the organisation set up a Facebook page, 
Peta set a goal to have 100 members before Christmas, 
2015; the group had over 500. As members joined from 
across Australia and even overseas, in 2018 the group 
incorporated and renamed itself Trans Pride Australia. 

--::. \_ --

Image: TgR Xmas party 2016. 
Image courtesy Adrian Barnes. 
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Trans Pride Australia was always open to 
anyone under the trans umbrella, though in its 
formative stage mostly trans women and trans 
feminine people attended the social gatherings. 
The founders wanted the group to be more 
representative of the trans community in all its 
diversity. This meant educating themselves about 
trans men and non-binary issues, and AJ Brown 
joining the leadership team in 2016 and running 
the Facebook group substantially facilitated 
this goal. By regularly posting articles covering 
topics across the gender spectrum, cultures 
and ages, Trans Pride Australia was able to break 
down stereotypes and barriers within and across 
the trans community. Indeed, one of the great 
successes of Trans Pride Australia is how it really 
does have a membership and participation base 
that almost equally draws on trans feminine, trans 
masculine and non-binary people. 

Members of the closed Facebook group must 
be trans, yet there was great interest amongst 
allies and families of trans people to be a part 
of the online community. Organisers of Trans 
Pride Australia - especially AJ Brown, Peta Friend 
and ally Lisa Freshwater- subsequent ly created 
mult iple Facebook groups: one for alli es, one fo r 
partners and one fo r parents of t rans and gender 
diverse people. As of February 2022, the Trans 
Pride Australia Facebook page has around 2,200 
members; the alli es group has 2,300; the parents 
grou p has a few hundred; and the partners group 
have about 100 members. 

Trans Pride Australia has continued to offer 
social opportunities in Sydney and provided 
forums for trans people to meet and share stories. 
To showcase the success of trans people, in 2016 
the group organised a panel on Transitioning 
and Career Success which featured five trans 
women. Trans Pride Australia also partnered 
with the Gender Centre in 2016 to deliver a Trans 
Day of Remembrance candlelight vigil - an event 
which the two groups organised separately in 
subsequent years. Mardi Gras has been another 
annual event, and since 2017 Trans Pride Australia 
has not missed a year of entering a fabulous float 
Other festive days are also important for getting 
together as a community. "You are not alone" was 
the motto, so days where trans people may feel 
isolated or lonely also became days to form bonds 
and celebrate in safe spaces. 
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In June 2017 Trans Pride Australia organised Trans 
Stories: A Celebration at the Stonewall Hotel on 
Oxford Street, where trans community members 
presented narratives from their life or transition 
journey to a public audience. The event was so 
successful that Peta pitched it to be part of the 
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras program in 
2018 as Trans Stories. The Trans Stories format 
subsequently travelled to other parts of Australia, 
with over sixty speakers taking part 

When the Covid-19 pandemic hit in 2020, Trans 
Pride Australia began to offer online Zoom meet
ups on a recurring basis. The weekly Friday 
night meet-up is still going as trans people from 
across Australia pop in for short or long periods 
of the evening. The Friday Night Social even won 
the WayAhead Mental Health Matters Rainbow 
Inclusion Award in November 2021, recognising 
Trans Pride Australia's amazing work within the 
trans community. 

The emergence of new groups both online 
and face-to-face have also presented new 
opportunities for trans people from diverse 
cultural backgrounds. Multicultural trans people 
have, of course, always been present Indeed, as 
noted earlier, a large proportion of sex workers 
at Tranny Lane were Pasifika or Maori, and many 
of the Tiresias House/Gender Centre clients were 
from these cultural groups or were Aboriginal 
or Torres Strait Islander. Yet, the majority of 
social, community and activist groups have been 
predominantly led and patronised by white/ 
European people. 

Trans people from multicultural backgrounds 
have at times joined or founded their own LGBTIQ+ 
multicultural groups. One good example is Geeta 
Nambiar, who comes from an Indian-Malaysian 
background. In 2006 Geeta founded a social 
and support group for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people from the Indian subcontinent 
called Salaam Namaste. This was around the 
same time that Geeta began dressing in women's 
clothing [she had a particular love of saris]. 
Salaam Namaste was part of her coming out and 
transition journey and had a membership of about 
100 people. The group hosted dinners at local 
restaurants and had a float in the Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi Gras. 

Salaam Namast2 
ph::it::is and 2v2nts. lma;i2s 

c::iurt2sy G22ta Nambiar 
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Geeta found challenges within Salaam Namaste and 
other later organisations for South Asian LGBTIQ+ 
people such as Trikone Australia. She notes that the 
gay men in these organisations were sometimes 
dismissive of trans people. They had their own 
cultural and religious barriers to acceptance, 
especially those who came from strong religious 
backgrounds. Yet, they still were unsupportive 
of trans people, which many saw as even more 
objectionable to their faiths than homosexuality. 
Consequently, Geeta and other trans people have 
quietly left some of these organisations.89 



SWOP - the Sex Workers Outreach Project - is 
another organisation that is not exclusively 
trans but has long worked to support the trans 
and gender diverse community. The Australian 
Prostitutes' Collective, founded in 1983, morphed 
into SWOP in 1990 and has always taken an 
interest in supporting trans sex workers. Indeed, 
Roberta Perkins was a leading member of the 
Australian Prostitutes' Collective, and in the 
1990s people like Norrie worked at SWOP in the 
role of transgender outreach worker. Their tasks 
included regularly visiting Tranny Lane to meet 
with trans sex workers, to discuss and raise 
matters of concern and provide sexual health 
and safety resources like clean syringes and the 
Ugly Mug Book. Especially in the post-Wood Royal 
Commission era, SWOP also worked with police to 
provide training programs.90 

Since the decline of Tranny Lane, much of the 
SWOP transgender outreach has shifted to 
meeting with sex workers who work privately. 
Trans men and trans masculine sex workers tend 
to access the male outreach worker rather than 
the transgender outreach worker, which is also a 
sign of how SWOP is inclusive as an organisation. 
Chantell Martin, who has been a transgender 
outreach worker since 2011, also describes her 
role as offering support for trans people seeking 
or going through drug rehabilitation and meeting 
with incarcerated trans people. Indeed, Chantell 
started a peer support outreach program to gaols, 
which has been especially important to support 
trans women incarcerated in men's prisons. 
The changing nature of sex work as well as the 
Covid-19 pandemic also shifted a lot of SWOP's 
work online to run programs and training. 91 
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The other space where there has been more 
trans visibility, especially in the 2010s, is in 
regional NSW. As early as Seahorse's founding 
there were always members in regional NSW 
Indeed, a membership list from 2001 included 
people from near Tamworth, Hunter Valley, Wagga 
Wagga, Coffs Harbour, Wollongong, Port Macquarie, 
Nowra, near Bathurst and Canberra. Quite a few 
retired trans showgirls moved to the Northern 
Rivers and Tweed regions since the late 1980s. 
These trans women tended to be stealth, but they 
highlight that there have always been trans people 
living outside of Sydney. 

Many former trans activists, especially trans 
men, moved to Newcastle in the late 1990s 
and early 2000s. Trans people in Newcastle 
sometimes attended gay-friendly venues like the 
Gateway Hotel in Islington. In the 2000s several 
trans residents began offering support services 
- such as a social group for trans boys founded 
by Wez Saunders in 2010. 92 Another social and 
support group that operated in the early 2010s 
was Newcastle Transgender Support That group 
hosted coffee nights and meetings at the Junction, 
often attracting about 15-20 people.93 In 2015 the 
Hunter Gender Alliance formed to provide support 
and resources to trans and gender diverse people 
in the Newcastle, Hunter and New England regions. 

The 2010s witnessed increased visibility and 
changes within regional NSW People like Kirsti 
Miller bravely came out in Broken Hill in the early 
2010s. Kirsti was even a member of one of the 
local women's AFL clubs, but she faced significant 
discrimination when she dared to challenge 
vilification that she faced on the pitch. Because 
sport and community were so entwined, the 
prejudice permeated all parts of her life including 
threats of violence. Over time, though, the 
situation improved; by 2018 Kirsti was reporting 
in the press how changing attitudes led to her 
acceptance as "Kirsti the taxi driver".94 Since 
2015 Broken Hill has also hosted the Broken Heel 
Festival: an annual celebration of drag and gender 
diversity. 



Other regions have also recently supported more 
trans visibility. Dianne Harris has raised the profile 
of trans people in Tamworth, though she notes 
that still the number of openly trans people in 
the region is very small. In 2019 Tamworth held 
its first Pride Fair Day, with Dianne one of the 
key organisers along with other LGBTIQ+ locals.95 
Wagga Wagga held its first Mardi Gras in 2019, 
organised by trans woman and local soccer player 
Holly Conroy. 96 

The growing diversity and opportunities for trans 
people across NSW is in line with changing societal 
attitudes. Indeed, Time Magazine famously 
described 2014 as a trans tipping point: a moment 
when attitudes had shifted such that more people 
support than oppose trans rights. However, there 
are still numerous challenges confronting trans 
and gender diverse people and new battles over 
rights and inclusion that waged in the past decade. 

Trans Prid2 Australia [th2n Trans 
Sydn2y Prid2] at th8 2017 Sydn2y Gay 
and L2sbian Mardi Gras. lma;i2 c::iurt2sy 
P2ta Fri2nd and AJ Br::iwn 
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Discrimination and its Effects 

Examples of discrimination in the workplace are 
still common, notwithstrmding the advent of anti 
d1sc1 iminafon laws Cases are hard to prove and can 
still destroy a person's career or livelihood. 
Julia Dou Iman, for instance, was driving buses for 
the State Transit Authority of New South Wales when 
she transitioned in 2001. Suddenly, managers began 
to give disciplinary warnings over minor matters. 
Before her transition, this did not occur, nor did 
supervisors discipline cisgender staff in the same 
circumstances. Soon after Julia transitioned, she 
received four retrospective formal warnings over 
matters dating back two years. The final straw 
was a road rage incident, which unfortunately 
is common for bus drivers in Sydney traffic. An 
angry car driver left his vehicle, got on the bus 
and attacked Julia. She attempted to kick the 
man in self-defence, which numerous passengers 
witnessed. In other incidents where drivers are 
assaulted, usually the State Transit Authority would 
support the drivers. Yet, when this incident was 
reported, Julia was sacked. Julia is convinced that 
transphobic managers within the State Transit 
Authority targeted her and that is why incidents 
that otherwise would have been dismissed as 
unfounded were used to undermine and then 
terminate her employment. Julia later spoke about 
the discrimination she faced and challenges facing 
trans people in the documentary Becoming Julia and 
as a panellist on the ABC program QSA in 2015. 97 

What happened to Julia was a reminder that a 
change of law did not necessarily mean that trans 
people were suddenly accepted. Indeed, surveys 
over the last two decades have consistently showed 
the discrimination and prejudice confronted by 
trans people in all aspects of society. People like 
Caroline Layt and Kirsti Miller confronted prejudice in 
the sporting arena - Caroline while playing rugby in 
Sydney in the mid-2000s and Kirsti while playing AFL 
in Broken Hill in 2013.98 

Trans and gender diverse people have also 
continued to be subjected to violence wh eh arely 
led to proseI u ion of perpetrators. This is perhaps 
not surprising during the 1970s-90s when police 
seldom investigated hate crimes perpetrated 
against gay men, lesbian women or trans people. 
One case from that era which did get some media 
attention was the brutal murder of Wendy Wayne. 
In 1985, a friend found the popular showgirl dead, 
naked and face-down in her apartment. The autopsy 
determined that she had been knocked unconscious 
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Discrimination and its Effects 

Murder and hate crimes have only been the 
extreme effects of prejudice against trans and 
gender diverse people. Roberta Perkins' 1994 
report "T ransgender Lifestyles and HIV/ AIDS Risk" 
highlighted high unemployment, drug use and 
poorer sexual, physical and mental health outcomes 
for trans people. It also found that out of 146 
respondents [ninety-three of whom were from NSW, 
seventy-eight being resident in Sydney and fifteen 
in regional NSWJ, 33 per cent reported having been 
raped by one person, 12 percent pack raped and 
19 per cent being subjected to some other form of 
sexual assault.102 

Since the 2000s there have more trans-inclusive 
surveys which have consistently reported about 
the effects of stigma and discrimination. The 2006 
Private Lives national survey of LGBTIQ+ people 
found that 88.2 per cent of trans men and 80.3 per 
cent of trans women respondents reported seeing 
a counsellor or psychiatrist in the previous five 
years. The continuing prevalence of the medical 
model of transsexualism may in part explain 
this data, but of importance are also what those 
respondents identified as their main reasons for 
seeing counsellors or psychiatrists. The three most 
common were depression/anxiety [63.3% of trans 
men and 50.9% of trans women], sexual identity 
[36.7% of trans men and 56.6% of trans women], 
and improved self-understanding [36.7% of trans 
men and 20.8% of trans women].103 
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Discrimination and its Effects 

In 2020 Private Lives 3 reported some 
improvement in the experiences of trans people, 
but still the statistics were damning: 

• 69.8% non-binary [AFABJ and 516% of non
binary [AMABJ participants reported being 
diagnosed or treated for a mental health 
condition in the past twelve months. 

• 614% of trans women and 65.3% of trans 
men reported being diagnosed or treated for 
a mental health condition in the past twelve 
months. 

• 90.6% of trans men and 86.2% of trans women 
reported ever having thoughts about suicide.100 

Only one in two trans women and trans men, and four 
in ten non-binary participants, felt accepted a lot or 
always at work. Over three quarters [775%] of trans 
and gender diverse participants reported that they had 
been treated unfairly to some degree because of their 
gender identity in the previous twelve months. When 
asked if they experienced verbal abuse in the previous 
twelve months, 51.6% of trans women, 45.0% of trans 
men and 49.4% of non-binary participants responded in 
the affirmative.106 

Mental health outcomes have been another consistent 
area of transgender disadvantage. LGBTIQ+ Health 
Australia reported in April 2021 that: 

• 35% of transgender people aged eighteen and 
over reported that they had attempted suicide 
in their lifetime. 

• 41% of transgender people and non-binary 
people aged eighteen years and over reported 
thoughts of suicide or self-harm in the last two 
weeks 

• 512% of trans and gender diverse people over 
age eighteen have at some stage in their life 
been diagnosed with depression. 
The poor mental health outcomes do not reflect 
anything disordered about being transgender. 
Rather, they are the outcomes of societal 
discrimination and stigma which continue to 
harm and disadvantage trans people. 107 
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A common topic in many oral history interviews was 
the effect of the 2017 marriage equality postal survey 
and its aftermath. The organised "no" campaign did 
not target same-sex couples and marriage so much 
as they used trans people as a proverbial punching 
bag to foment fear and stoke the no vote. Indeed, the 
no campaign focused on topics like the Safe Schools 
Coalition [explained in the next section], gender 
fluidity, so-called religious freedom and the effects 
of marriage equality on children [while of course 
disregarding the rights and feelings of LGBTIQ+ kids 
and the children of LGBTIQ+ parents]. 

Oral histories suggest that the no campaign 
disproportionately and detr mentally a"fected 
transgender Australiars There are even reports of 
trans people who completed suicide because of the 
distress caused by the no campaign. The organised 
"yes" campaign mostly did not engage with the 
specious arguments because they knew these were 
intended to distract. The yes side won with 61.6 per 
cent of the vote nationally and 57.8 per cent in NSW 
[the lowest yes vote of any state or territory]. The 
marriage equality legislation passed through the 
Commonwealth parliament on 7 December 2017. 
In the aftermath of the campaign, some LGBTIQ+ 
activists have criticised the yes campaign for not 
taking a stronger stand against the transphobic no 
campaign, particularly as the transphobic arguments 
subsequently became more pronounced topics of 
public debate. 
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Trans and Gender Diverse Cildren and Young People 

In the 2010s, there has been a significant increase 
in the visibility of trans and gender diverse 
children and young people. Transgender oral 
histories indicate that many knew from a young 
age that something was different about them. The 
lack of trans visibility, language and societal stigma 
left most transgender people without transition or 
affirmation possibilities until adulthood. But trans 
children have always existed, even if silence and 
discrimination have rendered them mostly invisible. 

The first reports of trans children seek1 a to 
n i on c me OL. o Ji aria ·n 2003 In April 

2004, the Family Court approved doctors at 
Melbourne's Royal Children's Hospital to provide 
puberty blockers and then affirming hormones 
to a thirteen-year-old trans boy. One unintended 
consequence of the ruling was that the provision 
of the law under which the Family Court authorised 
hormone treatment classified it as a "special 
medical procedure". This meant that any trans 
children across Australia who sought medical 
interventions would have to go through the Family 
Court for approval. 

Through the 2000s and early 2010s, most of the 
visibility around trans and gender diverse children 
and young people came out of Melbourne. The 
doctors at the Royal Children 's Hospital Gender 
Service [formalised in 2012] worked with trans 
children and their parents to publicise the legal 
challenges facing trans children who needed to 
access hormones. It took another series of Family 
Court rulings to change the laws around children's 
access to hormones. In 2013, Re: Jamie removed the 
requirement of Family Court approval for stage one 
puberty blockers. Re: Kelvin on 30 November 2017 
finally set a new precedent: children and families 
no longer required the authorisation of the Family 
Court to access stage two affirming hormones. 
A subsequent ruling in Re: Matthew a few months 
later also overturned the need for Family Court 
authorisation for gender affirmation surgeries.108 

Associate Professor Michelle Telfer, director of 
the Royal Children's Hospital Gender Service, also 
worked closely with trans children, their families 
and other specialists to develop the first "Austral"an 

an ar s of Ca ea T e~ nen Gu1 I nes 
For trans a n e ve h1I n 
a le c s . Released in late 2017, the standards 
of care received the endorsement of the Australian 
Professional Association for Transgender Health 
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families as they navigated the challenges of being 
transgender in a society that still discriminates. As 
the Gender Centre statement summarised: 

There remains serious concerns from 
gender clinicians, support organisations 
and professionals - not about the right 
or rightness of trans and gender diverse 
children to live their authentic selves - but 
rather as a direct consequence of historically 
inadequate funding , and a focus on medical 
transition without the absolutely essential 
social and welfare support that is vital to 
making sure that families and their trans and 
gender exploring young people get to be their 
authentic selves healthily .. 115 

The push to support trans and gender diverse 
young people has been about more than just access 
to affirming health care and the children's hospitals. 
The organisation Twenty10 was founded in 1982 as a 
project to support gay young people. For most of its 
history Twenty10 primarily worked with LGB children 
and young people, but by the 2010s like many other 
organisations it had shifted to support all parts 
of the LGBTIQ+ rainbow alphabet It is the largest 
organisation targeting support for trans and gender 
diverse children and young people in NSW.116 

Other organisations support parents of trans and 
gender diverse children and young people. Rainbow 
Families NSW was founded in 2015 to support and 
advocate for all families with parents who are 
LGBTIQ+. In July 2019 Rainbow Families published 
its first Trans and Gender Diverse Parents Guide, 
providing personal stories about trans and gender 
diverse parents.117 Transcend is another organisation 
founded in 2012 to support parents of trans and 
gender diverse children and young people. It started 
in Victoria as Australia's first parents-led peer 
support network and now operates nationally.118 

TRANS AND 
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Trans and Gender Diverse Cildren and Young People 

The most high-profile initiative to support trans 
and gender diverse children and young people was 
the Safe Schools Coalitio . This was a program 
in schools with two express purposes: to combat 
bullying, and to affirm young people with diverse 
sexualities and genders. The program began 
in Victoria in 2010 and from 2013 went national 
with federal funding. In early 2016, conservative 
politicians and commentators began to attack the 
Safe Schools Coalition, arguing that it was so-called 
cultural Marxism, sexualised young people and was 
a form of child grooming. A review commissioned 
by the federal government found the program to 
be appropriate, but this did not stop the virulent 
opposition from conservatives and the right-wing 
media.119 

The Safe Schools brand became, in the eyes of 
many politicians, toxic, and premiers and chief 
ministers across the country ceased their support 
for the program. Only ·n Victoria d he prem1e 
stand by Safe Schools and even expand ·ts roll out. 
In NSW, then-Premier Mike Baird supported the 
outcomes of the federal government's review and 
promised more engagement with parents as the 
program continued. However, in April 2017 the NSW 
Government announced that it would not continue 
the program when federal funding ran out at the end 
of June. Instead, the NSW government promised to 
implement a broader anti-bullying strategy which 
was not LGBTIQ+ focused.120 

Image. Front Cover Trans and Gender 
Diverse Parents Guide Researched and 
written by Jacqui Tom/ins, 2075 
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Legal Victories and Shortcomings 

LEGAL VICTORIES 
AND SHORTCOMINGS 
The political football that was Safe Schools 
reflected the changing landscape around 
transgender issues in the 2010s. As the decade 
ro lled on there were new programs, organisations, 
social media groups, activists and events to 
ce lebrate t ransgender lives and diversity. 
The Australian Defence Force lifted its ban on 
transgender service in 2010, and in 2011 the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade changed 
passport guidelines to allow citizens to se lf-identify 
their gender without requiring medical or su rgical 
interventions, or to use the non-binary marker X. 
The Commonwealth government amended the 
Sex Discrimination Act in 2013 to provide federa l 
anti-discrimination protections on the grounds of 
sexuality, gender identity and intersex variations. 

In NSW, trans activists have consistently pushed 
to update the 1996 birth certificate law on two 
fronts: to remove the requirement that a person 
have gender affirmation surgery to change their 
sex marker, and to recognise non-binary genders. 
On the latter matter, a series of events and the 
determination of activist Norrie and their allies 
ushered in some reform. Norrie says that what 
set the process in motion was a March 2009 
Australian Human Rights Commission report 
entitled Sex Files: The legal recognition of sex in 
documents and government records. The report 
recommendations all centred on making it easier for 
people to update their sex and gender markers on 
legal documents - including removing the condition 
for medical or surgical interventions, reducing 
evidentiary requirements and shifting towards 
self-identification. The report also recommended 
that gender categories be updated to allow people 
to select "unspecified", rather than forced into the 
male/female binary.121 
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SAGE had worked hard to support The Sex Files 
report, and founder Tracie O'Keefe thought 
Norrie could prove an effective test case around 
the recommendations. •FAT informed Tracie 
that they would issue passports with an X 
gender marker if a person had a birth certificate 
indicating an unspecified gender [note this was 
before •FAT changed passport rules to allow self
identification of gender]. Norrie spent several 
weeks gathering evidence including two doctors' 
statutory declarations indicating that their sex 
was "not specified". Norrie lodged the application 
to change their birth certificate sex marker with 
the NSW Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages 
in November 2009. The request was elevated to 
the Registrar and there was a bit of to-ing and 
fro-ing with Norrie's doctors. In February 2010, 
Norrie received confirmation that their sex was now 
registered as "not specified" and that the matter 
was resolved. 



Legal Victories and Shortcomings 

On Friday, 12 March 2010, a Sydney Morning Herald 
cover story reported about Norrie's change of sex 
recognition to not specified. On Monday, 15 March 
2010, Norrie received word that the Attorney 
General had overruled the Registrar and disallowed 
their change of sex to not specified. The Attorney 
General asserted that sex could only be male or 
female. Norrie was devastated at first, but then 
worked with Tracie O'Keefe to lodge an appeal 
with the Administrative Decisions Tribunal as well 
as a complaint with the Australian Human Rights 
Commission. A lawyer took Norrie's case on pro 
bono; they lost in the Administrative Decisions 
Tribunal, but then appealed to the NSW Supreme 
Court Norrie won in the Supreme Court, and the 
NSW Attorney General then appealed to the High 
Court of Australia. On 2 April 2014- over four 
years after lodging their application with the NSW 
Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages -the High 
Court unanimously ruled that Norrie's sex need 
not be binary and ordered that their sex be legally 
recognised as "non specific".122 

Norrie's High Court victory set the national 
precedent that state governments could recognise 
genders beyond the binary. Moreover, the High 
Court explicitly recognised "non specific" as Norrie's 
gender marker- alleviating worries by Organisation 
lntersex Australia [now lntersex Human Rights 
Australia] that intersex and trans were being 
conflated and that intersex should not be a discrete 
sex category.123 Still, the ruling had its limitations 
because the 1996 NSW law on transgender people 
changing their birth certificates still applied. Namely, 
to change sex markers on a birth certificate, a trans 
person still needed to undergo a "sex affirmation 
procedure", defined by law as "a surgical procedure 
involving the alteration of a person's reproductive 
organs carried out: a. for the purpose of assisting 
a person to be considered to be a member of 
the opposite sex; or b. to correct or eliminate 
ambiguities relating to the sex of the person."124 

Trans activists have consistently lobbied for the 
gender affirmation surgery requirement to be 
removed for people to change their birth certificate 
gender markers, but to no avail. Currently NSW and 
Queensland are the only Australian jurisdictions 
that retain this requirement. That said, at the time 
of writing, the Queensland Government has flagged 
that it will introduce legislation to remove the gender 
affirmation surgery requirement.125 
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Longstanding trans advocate, Miss Katherine 
Wolfgram me FRSA, also used the threat of legal 
action to facilitate change in NSW and Australia. 
Since 2000 a drag queen hosted a popular bingo 
night in pubs and clubs across Sydney under the 
brand name Tranny Bingo. In 2017, Wolfgramme 
secured solicitors who sent letters to the pubs 
and organiser of Tranny Bingo threatening action 
through the Australian Human Rights Commission if 
they did not cease using the offensive term "tranny". 
The organiser expressed disappointment that this 
could not be resolved without the threat of legal 
action, but he did change the name to Genderbender 
Bingo [he also claimed the name change was already 
in train at the time of the legal threats].126 

Action in the courts and Australian Human Rights 
Commission thus have proven effective to facilitate 
change, but they are limited in that they can only 
go to interpretations of the law. Substantive reform 
requires changes to the law itself Currently, the top 
two priorities for transgender law reform are around 
birth certificates - removing surgery requirements 
and making it easier to recognise genders beyond 
the binary - and to ban so-called conversion therapy. 
These reforms have already passed in several states 
and territories, but the NSW government has shown 
little interest in introducing such legislation [though 
independent Member of the Legislative Assembly 
for Sydney, Alex Greenwich, has been lobbying for 
them]. 

Since the 1996 amendments to the anti
discrimination law and birth certificates, there 
has only been one change to NSW law to expand 
transgender rights: in the aftermath of passing 
marriage equality, the NSW government in 2018 
amended the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Actto remove the requirement that 
trans people divorce before they could change their 
birth certificates. Other than that, trans people's 
rights under NSW law have been unchanged for over 
twenty-five years. 
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Looking at the current situation in NSW, the Gender 
Centre cont inues to provide the majority of direct 
services to trans and gender diverse people. 
A mapping exercise conducted by the NSW Ministry 
of Health in 2019 found that the Gender Centre 
delivers 93 percent of trans-specific services in 
the state.127 Much of the Gender Centre's current 
work builds on foundations from the Riley years 
and 2OOOs. For instance, the Gender Centre offers 
a range of programs and peer support groups to 
support different constituencies within the trans 
community. One such group that started around 
2007 was FIM. Connect: a monthly discussion and 
support group for trans men and trans masculine 
people. Each month would centre on a different 
topic, be it around chest surgery, how to be good 
men or discussions about people's affirmation 
journeys and feelings. The group started small but 
within months was getting 20-30 attendees - some 
popular topics attracted even up to 100 people. The 
Gender Centre website currently lists nine different 
support groups for different subsets of the trans 
community [e.g. trans men and trans masculine 
people, over 4Os, partners]. 

The Gender Centre has also offered support 
groups for trans childre'l as well as their pa ents. 
Transtopia began as an eight-week program for 
trans people under eighteen and over time evolved 
to a monthly group. The first family of a trans child 
approached the Gender Centre in 2007. Around 
2009, seeing a growing number of inquiries from 
parents of trans children and young people, Gender 
Centre staff started peer support groups for 
parents. This program also grew rapidly and now 
runs in Sydney, Wollongong and online. On average, 
about twenty parents per group per month attend, 
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and 355 families approached the Gender Centre for 
case work support in the 2020/21 financial year 
alone.128 Teddy Cook, who used to address some of 
the parents' groups in Sydney Wollongong, observes 
that often the distressed newcomer parents are, 
within months, the enthusiastic old hats inducting 
and affirming the new members.129 In 2014, the 
Gender Centre also prepared "First Steps" - a 
resource bringing together interviews and stories 
with parents of trans children along with other tips 
and information to support parents.130 

The Gender Centre has, since 2011, run the 
Transgender Anti-Violence Project to offer support, 
advocacy and referrals around hate crimes and 
other violence targeting trans people.131 In the 2O1Os, 
Gender Centre staff expanded their outreach to 
work with local health services in regional NSW 
These programs, which started in Dubbo and 
surrounds, aim to provide education to local health 
services so that counselling and other health care 
can be brought to the regions, stemming the flow of 
trans people who previously felt compelled to move 
to Sydney. The Far West program has also been 
successful at working with Sistergirls, Brotherboys 
and gender diverse Aboriginal people residing in 
Dubbo and Indigenous communities around western 
NSW.132 

The Gender Centre is still a regular point of contact 
for workplaces or other organisations seeking 
advice or training, trans inclusion and supporting 
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individuals who are transitioning . As throughout 
its history, the Gender Centre continues to offer 
counselling and housing services to trans people 
in need - including housing for trans people 
transitioning out of the carceral system. The Gender 
Centre also continues to refer clients to affirming 
health services. Staff are currently finalising a 
series of booklets for GPs and other health care 
workers titled "Exploring Gender" . The booklets will 
provide education and information so that health 
professionals who are new to trans health care can 
support clients through gender affirmation. 

Since 2018 the Gender Centre has partnered with 
the Albion Centre T150 program which offers HIV, 
sexual health and affirming care services to trans 
clients. The Gender Centre provides a peer case 
worker to support T150 clients to navigate gender 
affirmation, be it around education, legal changes, 
workplace or personal development. The peer case 
worker also offers other supports, be they around 
material aid, referrals to drug and alcohol services or 
tenancy advocacy. In the period 2020-21, peer case 
workers supported 128 clients in anything from one 
session through to six months.133 

The Gender Centre has especially been active 
working with schools to provide guidance and 
support for transitioning students. The NSW 
Department of Education Legal Issues Bulletin 55 -
"Transgender students in schools" - since at least 
December 2014 has provided advice about uniforms, 
name changes, pronoun use, privacy, toilets, sport, 
psychosocial support for students and families and 
a raft of other information, The bulletin mentions a 
"Gender Centre Fact Sheet Gender Variant Students: 
For teachers dealing with transgender students" 
as one of only four resources to support schools.134 

By 2021, Gender Centre staff were fielding inquiries 
from approximately one new school per week from 
across the state, independent and even Catholic 
sectors. 

In 2020, Gender Centre staff documented a 
framework that had guided their work with 
external partners, workplaces, schools and other 
organisations for years, which they refer to as the 
RIDE model: respect inclusivity, dignity and equity. 
The RIDE model acknowledges that different people 
have different worldviews, some of which may not 
be embracing of trans people . But by focusing on 
respect, inclusivity, dignity and equity, the 
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conversation is about making space to include trans 
people without it having to change or challenge their 
worl dview. As "Li z" summarises it: 

"We 've used [RIDE] consistently to promote 
the rights of trans people so that people don 't 
go, 'You 're pushing an agenda and I have to 
accept you. ' It's not; we 're pushing an agenda 
of inclusion. We're not pushing acceptance. 
You don't have to change your belief system. 
What you have to do is respect and adhere to 
models of good citizenship which is RIDE. '~35 

Other organisations like Trans Pride Australia, 
SWOP, SAGE, Twenty10 and the many other LGBTIQ+ 
cu ltu ral and advocacy groups offer other sites for 
trans inclusion and visibili ty. There has also been 
a shift away from the gatekeeper approach to 
health care towards an informed consent mode l. 
This has meant GPs taking a bigger ro le in primary 
care to prescri be and monitor hormones, rather 
than requ iring trans clients to go through extensive 
eva luations by psychiatrists and endocrinolog ists to 
fit a restrict ive interpretation of what it means to be 
transgender. 

Finding a trans-friendly GP can still be challenging, 
and NSW does not offer any trans-specific GP 
clinics. That said, LGBTIQ+ fr iendly practices and 
sexual health clinics are generally trans-friendly 
and practice info rm ed consent models around 
gender affirmation. There also has been an increase 
in people affi rming their genders without desiring 
medical interventions, as we ll as more psychologists 
and counsellors will ing to provide psychosocia l 
support as t rans and gender diverse people 
navigate what is still a predominant ly binary and 
discriminatory society. 

From the mid-2010s, AC0 N, too . stepped up and 
has transformed into a major advocacy and 
support service fo r trans people in NSW. Th is was 
an important transformation; AC0N had employed 
trans staff on occasion since the 1990s. including a 
Sistergirl officer since 1999. Still , AC0N 's programs 
did not target t rans people and the organisation 
had a repu tat ion fo r caring only about cis gay 
men.13

G Dana Forrester, fo r instance, reca lls be ing 
turned away from a Newcastle AC0N safe sex event 
in the 2010s when the manager to ld her: "This is 
not for t ransgender people. It is fo r gay people." 137 

Wez Saunders, a trans man who worked at ACON 's 
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Newcastle office, similarly believes that the 
organisation was not supportive of trans people in 
the 2000s and early 2010s.738 

From the mid-2010s, ACON went through a 
transformation to become more trans-affirming. 
Much of this came through the leadership of AC0N 
employee and trans man Teddy Cook, who had long 
advocated for the health and wellbeing of trans 
people of all genders. Teddy joined ACON in 2012 and 
by 2017 worked as regional outreach development 
manager overseeing southern and western NSW. In 
that role, he met trans people across regional NSW 
and saw that not only are trans people everywhere, 
but they are also facing similar challenges 
everywhere in terms of accessing gender affirming 
healthcare and being able to engage with trans
affirming services, organisations and institutions. 
Teddy also regularly worked with staff across ACON 
to find ways to make their programs and resources 
more trans-affirming, including incorporating queer 
trans men within AC0N's programs for queer men. 
As Teddy describes it, 

"the interest and commitment from the staff 
was definitely there, even if the capacity 
wasn't back then, it certainly is now."139 
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Contemporary Support Services 

From the mid-2010s an increasing number of trans 
people were accessing AC0N's community care 
services, and by the 2020s most new enquiries 
to these services are from trans people. The 
real turning point was in 2017 when, alongside 
internal advocacy from Teddy and the increasing 
number of trans staff, trans media advocacy 
group Rainbow Rights Watch called for AC0N 
to start playing a major role in improving the 
health and rights of trans people in NSW. Three 
representatives of Rainbow Rights Watch met 
with AC0N's President, CEO and Deputy CEO, 
discussed problems facing the trans community 
and encouraged them to step up AC0N's advocacy 
and support services in the trans space.140 It 
was a difficult meeting because it forced AC0N 
leadership to reflect on their practice as an 
organisation. It also convinced the leadership to 
step up AC0N's advocacy and support services in 
the trans space. 

As a first step, in 2018 AC0N hired a consultant to 
work through a consultation process with trans 
people in NSW. They prepared a trans community 
survey which elicited 450 responses and facilitated 
several consultation meetings across the state. 
The culmination of this consultation process was 
the 2019 document "A Blueprint to Improve the 
Health and Wellbeing of the Trans and Gender 
Diverse Community in NSW", which highlighted six 
priority areas to promote trans and gender diverse 
people's health and wellbeing in NSW: 

• Clear and easy pathways for accessing 
gender-affirming care 
Affordable and available gender affirming 
healthcare 

• An inclusive and knowledgeable NSW health 
sector 

• Official government I.D.s and records that 
reflect trans people's gender through simple 
administrative procedures 

• Workplaces, education settings and other 
environments that are inclusive and 
respectful of the needs of trans and gender 
diverse people 

• A vibrant, resourced trans and gender 
diverse community advocating for its own 
needs and priorities.141 
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Around the time the blueprint was released, 
Teddy Cook was appointed leader of AC0N's 
new Trans Equity Health team to develop a 
comprehensive strategy to support trans and 
gender diverse people in NSW. Teddy employed 
Liz Duck-Chong shortly thereafter as AC0N's first 
Trans Health Equity project officer, who took the 
lead on the team's first big project 

ACON's next major output to support trans and 
gender diverse people in NSW was TransHub. 
Created by Liz Duck-Chong, Mish Pony and Teddy 
Cook and launched on 31 March 2020, TransHub 
is an online resource for trans and gender diverse 
people, health practitioners and allies which 
provides information on topics including: language, 
advice around social, legal and medical affirmation, 
health tips, a list of gender affirming medical 
practitioners and education resources for doctors 
and allies. A Yarning Circle advisory group also 
supported the development of TransHub to ensure 
that the information is accessible for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people. Accompanying 
TransHub is TransMob: providing information and 
resources for Sistergirls, Brotherboys and gender 
diverse trans mob.142 
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Contemporary Support Services 

TransHub is only one part of AC0N's strategy 
The organisation has focused especially on three 
conceptual areas: self-determination, autonomy and 
health equity, and has focussed attention on sexual 
violence, incarceration, building the capacity of 
health professionals and preventing trans suicidality 
and suicide. For the latter two, ACON developed 
a series of resilience-building workshops, online 
training and a toolkit called Trans Vitality, which is 
accessible through TransHub, and a trans-affirming 
practice elearning with ACON's Pride Training.143 

From September 2020 and again during the 
2021 NSW lockdowns, ACON offered Trans COVID 
Care: financial and peer support for trans people 
across NSW who were in need of assistance. A 
large proportion of applicants who received aid 
were Sistergirls, Brotherboys and gender diverse 
trans mob. ACON is also piloting P4T, a trans peer 
navigator service to offer guidance for trans people 
who need assistance with anything from identity 
exploration and affirmation to accessing affirming 
health care. 144 ACON's Trans Health Equity team 
also work with ACON's staff, projects and services 
on trans-affirming practice, develop new education 
resources, undertake consultation and co-design, 
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advise government, peak bodies and service 
providers, and support trans community members 
to run workshops, host events and self-advocate. 
These additional steps are important because, as 
valuable as TransHub is, some trans people facing 
challenging circumstances require more support and 
interaction than a website alone can offer. 

Finally, in March 2022 - just as this report was 
being finalised - NSW Health released its first 
"NSW LGBTIQ+ Health Strategy 2022-2027." The 
document centred gender affirming healthcare 
along with access and equity, partnerships, human 
rights and person-centred care as its guiding 
principles. One of the strategic priorities referred 
specifically to responding to trans people's health 
needs and the three actions were to elevate 
capability, to support evidence-informed care 
for trans young people and their families, and to 
establish accessible pathways for gender affirming 
care.145 Given the great work trans and LGBTIQ+ 
organisations are already doing on the ground, there 
are clearly able and willing partners which, if properly 
supported by NSW Health, can drive the success of 
the strategy. 
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Contemporary Support Services 

P4T 
P·eer navigation for trans people 

P 1ltT is a free telehealth peer navigation service for 
all trans people over 18 in NSW. 

A trans p•eer navi,g,ator can hellp you access the 
care, mental health and wellbeing services and 

community supports you need, because we 
understand what it's like. 

Visit transhub,.org.au/Pl+T to a1ppl8. 

Mental Health 
Commission 
of New South Wales 

P4T 
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Contemporary Po li t ics 

The increased trans visibility of the 2010s has also 
met a substantial anti-trans backlash which has 
played out in the political arena and the media. The 
attacks on trans rights have especially targeted 
trans women, sport health care and children and 
have grown louder in the aftermath of the marriage 
equality vote. One of the loudest voices from NSW to 
attack trans rights has been One Nation member of 
the Legislative Council, Mark Latham. In August 2020, 
Latham introduced an education bill that would ban 
the teaching of the trans experience and trans people 
[politicised as "gender fluidity "] in schools and would 
force schools to consult with parents before teaching 
anything relating to so-called moral issues - including 
gender and sexuality. 

Latham's bill went to an upper house inquiry which 
critics slammed for its anti-trans bias. Indeed, of the 
forty-two witnesses who testified before the inquiry, 
only one was a trans person: Teddy Cook, who was 
speaking in his capacity as vice president of the 
volunteer-led AusPATH [there were also two parents 
with trans children]. Many of the witnesses came 
from avowed anti-trans organisations, and groups like 
the Gender Centre were not invited to give evidence. It 
was no surprise when, in September 2021, the inquiry 
final report recommended passage of Latham's bill. 
This was even though experts highlighted how the bill 
wou ld further marginalise trans and gender diverse 
children and young people and add to the already 
appalling mental health barriers facing them.146 

The NSW Government was given until March 2022 
to respond to Latham's inquiry and bill. As one 
sign about their intentions, on 23 February 2022 the 
Liberal, National, Labor and Green parties all united to 
vote down another bill of Latham 's which would have 
entrenched the rights of religious organisations to 
discriminate. On 16 March 2022, the NSW Government 
tabled its response rejecting Latham's education bill. 
Among the reasons given, the report stated: 

"the Bill may lead to targeted discrimination 
against a marginalised community which 
already experiences poorer mental health and 
wellbeing outcomes." 147 

Notwithstanding the loud anti-trans voices, trans and 
gender diverse people have continued to support each 
other and worked with allies to promote acceptance 
and inclusion in all wa lks of life. For instance, one 
centrepiece of the 2017 Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi 
Gras was the attendance of about thirty Sistergirls 
from the Tiwi lslands.148 As another example, ACON 's 
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Pride in Sport program worked with nine peak 
sporting bodies to adopt guidelines around trans 
and gender diverse inclusion - launched in October 
2020 at the Sydney Cricket Ground.149 At the same 
time, Alex Greenwich -the independent Member of 
the Legislative Assembly for Sydney- introduced a 
motion into the Legislative Assembly that read: 

That this House: 

[1] Notes the contribution made to New South 
Wales from the trans and gender diverse 
communities. 

[2] Commends leading organisations 
supporting the trans and gender diverse 
communities including The Gender Centre, 
ACON, the Inner City Legal Centre, Twenty10, 
Trans Pride Australia and Equality Australia. 

[3] Notes the national sports codes trans and 
gender diverse inclusion measures. 

[ 41 Notes the disproportionately high 
discrimination, and health, mental health and 
economic impacts experienced by the trans 
and gender diverse communities, especially 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

[51 Notes the importance of ongoing funding 
support for organisations and health and 
welfare services supporting the trans and 
gender diverse communities. 

[6] Calls for the trans and gender diverse 
communities to be treated with dignity, 
fairness, respect and equality150 

Members from the Liberal Party, ALP and Greens all 
spoke in favour of the motion and it was adopted 
unanimously. 

One constant across NSW trans history has been 
the power of visibility. Individuals can connect 
to others "like them" and see possibilities for a 
better life in their affirmed gender. Although each 
trans journey is distinct, history shows that, as 
Teddy Cook powerfully summarised in his 2021 
testimony to the Latham inquiry: "The reality is 
that trans people have always existed. We have 
always been here."151 
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TIME IMMEMORIAL 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
occupation of the continent Several - 188Os ONWARDS 
of these cultures include terms in AFAB people caught dressed as men 
their languages for a third gender charged sometimes for 'vagrancy' 
beyond the binary. 

- T ME MMEMORIAL 
Cultures around the world 
recognise gender identities 
beyond the binary and often 
these people have special 
roles within the societies. 
Examples include HiJra [lndial 
Whakawahine [Aotearoa New 
Zealand], Fa'afafine [Samoa] 
and Wi~kte [Lakota] 

1788 

1879 
Bendigo-based Edward De 
Lacy Evans discovered to be 
AFAB, born Ellen Tremayne 
Evans features in numerous 
newspaper reports and is 
forced to live the rest of 
their life as Tremayne 

First Fleet commences 
European colonisation of 
the continent 

- 1901 
Australian 
colonies federate. 

1888 
Gordon Lawrence 
arrested for being 
dressed as a woman at 
Melbourne's Centennial 
International Exhibition 
at the Melbourne 
Exhibition Building. 
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Time lmmermorial -1928 

1910 
German sexologist Magnus 
Hirschfeld publishes 
Transvestites. The Erotic 
Drive to Cross Dress, for 
the first time identifying a 
category of 'transvestism' 
in Western discourse. 

- 1912 
First mention of 
'transvestism' in 
Australian newspapers 

1920 
Harry Crawford 
murder trial 

- 1920s Onwards 
AMAB people caught 
dressed as women often 
charged for 'offensive 
behaviour' -the same 
charge levelled for 
homosexual conduct 

SCOI. 76805_0079 

BLACK= NSW 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

1928 
British sexologist 
Havelock Ellis uses 
the term 'eonism' to 
describe males who 
have the urge to dress 
in women's clothing 
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Timeline 

1930-1931 
First gender affirmation surgeries performed 
on Danish woman Lili Elbe in Germany She died 
from complications following surgery 

1930s 
Psychiatry and psychology professions 
begin to use language of transvestism 
and eonism, though not frequently 

1936 
Zdenek Koubek from 
Czechoslovakia has female-to
male gender affirmation surgery 
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1960 
Virginia Prince begins publishing 
magazine Transvestia in the USA. 

1961 
Jewel Box opens as Sydney's first drag 
bar. Drag was often an entree for people 
to experiment with gender expression in 
a socially tolerable environment 

1963 
Les Girls opens in 
Kings Cross. 

Dr Harry BenJamin publishes 
"Transsexualism and Transvestism as 
Psycho-Somatic and Somato-Psychic 
Syndromes," outlining a medical model 
of transsexualism. 

Compton Cafeteria 
Riot in San Francisco 
marks a turning point 
in transgender people 
fighting for rights. 
1966 

1954 

Former American GI Christine 
Jorgensen undergoes gender 
affirmation surgery in Denmark and 
becomes a global celebrity 
1953 

Psychiatrists in Melbourne begin 
treating patients whose gender 
identity was different from their 
sex assigned at birth. 
1950 

Beaumont Society 
founded in UK as 
a social group for 
dressers. 
1966 
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1930 -1971 

LATE 1960s OR EARLY 1970s 
First gender clinics open at 
Prince Alfred Hospital and Prince 
Henry Hospital 

1969· 
Stonewall Riots in New 
York City, begun by 
trans women of colour 
Sylvia Rivera and Marsha 
Johnson, marks the 
beginning of the modern 
LGBT rights movement 

Daughters of Bilitis 
[Melbourne] and 
Homosexual Law 
Reform Association 
[Canberra] founded as 
Australia's first gay and 
lesbian rights groups 
1969 

1970: 
Sylvia Rivera founds 
Street Transvestite 
Action Revolutionaries 
[STAR] as an activist 
and support group 
for trans women, 
especially sex workers 
and women of colour. 

Campaign Against Moral 
Persecution [CAMP] founded in 
Sydney CAMP would be the most 
prominent gay and lesbian rights 
group in the 1970s. 
1970 
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BLACK= NSW 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

1971: 
Corbett v Corbett case 
in UK sets common 
law precedent- later 
applied in Australia -
that people can change 
their gender but not 
their biological sex. 

Seahorse founded, 
becoming Australia's first 
known trans organisation 
It was primarily a social and 
support group for dressers. 
1971 
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Timeline 

1978 
First Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi Gras. 

1978 
Cessation of gender affirmation 
surgeries in Sydney public hospitals, 
leaving most trans people who 
want gender affirmation surgery to 
go to Melbourne. 

C1978 
Noelena Tame founds the 
Australian Transsexual 
Association as a support group 

Report from Family Law Council notes 
the challenge of states implementing 
reforms to birth certificate laws in 
order for recognition of transgender 
people's affirmed genders. 
1978 

Gender clinic founded at 
Melbourne's Queen Victoria 
Hospital This would become the 
present-day Monash Gender Clinic. 
1975 
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First cases of AIDS 
diagnosed in the USA. 
1981 
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1975 -1983 

.--1982 BLACK= NSW 
First case of AIDS 
diagnosed in Australia. 

1982 
Roberta Perkins transforms 
Australian Transsexual Association 
into an activist group and stages 
Australia's first trans rights protest 
at a Manly shopping centre. 

--1983 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

Roberta Perkins' book The Drag 
Queen Scene is published, 
documenting experiences of drag 
queens and trans women in Kings 
Cross and Darlinghurst 

Trans sex workers Phillis McGuiness 
and Vicki Harris convicted of being 
males procuring other males for an 
indecent act They would go on to 
appeal their convictions. 
1982 

Tiresias House founded in Sydney with 
the support of the NSW Government 
as a refuge and support service for 
homeless trans women This would 
later become the Gender Centre. 

--- 1983 
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Timeline 

1984 
Reforms to passport 
regulations allow people 
who have undergone gender 
affirmation surgery to have 
passports issued in their 
affirmed gender. 

1986 
Lou Sullivan founds FTM 
International in the USA. 

1988 
South Australia passes Sexual Reassignment 
Act, allowing those who have undergone gender 
affirmation surgery to apply for a 'certificate of 
recognition' as a new identity document This is the 
first state to introduce a mechanism to recognise 
transgender people's affirmed genders. 

Toye de Wilde runs as an independent in 
Queensland state byelection. She is the 
first known openly transgender person 
to run for parliament in Australia. 

~ 19 8 9 

NSW Supreme Court rules in R v Harris and 
McGuiness that a person who had gender 
affirmation surgery should be legally 
recognised in their affirmed gender. The 
state still has no mechanism for people to 
facilitate or register such changes. 

--1988 
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1984-1994 
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1991 
Jasper Laybutt founds Boys 
Will Be Boys as Australia's first 
trans men's group 

BLACK= NSW 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

1991 
Transgender Liberation Coalition 
[TLC] founded The group was 
initially lobbying for more funding 
for Tiresias House, but a change 
of leadership in 1992 transformed 
the group towards activism and 
the introduction of new, social 
constructivist ideas about gender. 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

Trany Anti-Violence ProJect records 
and documents examples of hate 
crimes and other discrimination 
experienced by transgender people 
1993-94 

-

Tiresias House renamed 
The Gender Centre. 
1993 

Publication of Leslie Feinberg's Trans 
Gender Liberation. A Movement 
Whose Time has Come 
992 
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Timeline 

-1994 
Roberta Perkins publishes Australia's 
first comprehensive, national study on 
challenges facing transgender people 
"Transgender Lifestyles and HIV/ AIDS 
Risk National Transgender HIV /AIDS 
Needs Assessment ProJect" 

-1995 
Melbourne-based activist 
Anna Langley publishes 
"The Good Tranny Guide" 
to highlight friendly shops, 
doctors and support 
services across Australia 
and New Zealand 

Independent Clover Moore introduces 
bill to amend Anti-Discrimination Act 
to protect transgender people 
1994 

Transsexual Action Group [TAG] forms to 
lobby for reforms to birth certificates but 
only for people who underwent gender 
affirmation surgery 

--1994 

Norrie and Carmen Rupe organise Tranny 
Pride Ball to raise funds for a float in the 
1995 Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras. 

-- 1994 
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- 1995-97 
Wood Royal Commission 
exposes endemic 
corruption in the NSW 
Police Force and ushers 
in reforms that also 
mean significantly less 
police harassment of 
trans sex workers. 

Amendments to the Prostitution 
Act remove the neighbourhood 
restrictions on street sex 
work; sex workers generally 
consider this the real moment of 
decriminalisation in NSW 
1995 



1994-1996 
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BLACK= NSW 

1996 
TLC lobbying efforts secure passage of amendments 
to Anti-Discrimination Act to protect transgender 
people, broadly defined Under TAG's influence, 
amendments to the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Act require trans people to have gender 
affirmation surgery to change their sex marker on 
their birth certificates. 

1996 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

The Trany Wars a series of public debates 
between TLC and advocates of the medical 
model of transsexualism The Trany Wars 
culminate in a chaotic annual general 
meeting at the Gender Centre, where 
TLC-backed candidates win a maJority of 
positions on the Management Committee. 

Julie Peters runs for seat of 
Batman in federal election for 
Australian Democrats; she is the 
first openly transgender person 
to run for the federal parliament 
1996 
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Timeline 
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1996-97: 
Senate Inquiry into Sexuality Discrimination 
canvasses structural and legal discrimination 
against transgender Australians and 
recommends passage of a Commonwealth 
Sexuality Discrimination Bill which would 
protect LGBT people from discrimination. 
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Transgender Day of Remembrance 
founded by Gwendolyn Ann Smith 
to remember transgender victims 
of hate crimes. 

~ 1999 

First National Indigenous Sistergirl Forum 
held on Magnetic Island, Queensland 

L====i 1999 

Era of poor management at the Gender 
Centre, but a change of leadership puts an 
end to the Trany Wars. The Gender Centre 
launches its first website, which for years 
serves as Australia's largest repository 
linking trans services and resources. 
1997 



1996 - 2003 

--- 2001 
Trannyradio set up as an on line forum for trans 
people across Australia to post questions and 
discussions. In 2011 the name was changed to 
TgR 
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BLACK= NSW 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

SAGE [Sex 6 Gender Education] founded by 
Tracie 0'Keefe and Norrie as a group to lobby for 
trans law reforms. 

2003 
First Trans Day of Remembrance 
commemoration organised by 
Gender Centre. 

Melbourne's Royal Children's Hospital has 
first case of a transgender child seeking 
and ultimately approved to medically 
transition. 

Family Court approves children's medical 
transition in Re Alex but classifies the 
treatment as a 'special medical procedure' 
The precedent means the Family Court 
must authorise all cases of stage one and 
stage two hormone treatment for children 

L.==:::::::i 2003 

AC0N staff member Kooncha Brown 
becomes organisation's first Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Transgender and Sistergirl 
ProJect Officer. 

---- 1999 
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Timeline 

2009 
ANZPATH [later renamed AusPATHJ founded 
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2009 
First International Transgender 
Day of Visibility 

2009 
Norrie lodges application to change sex marker on 
birth certificate to 'not specified' In early 2010 they are 
notified that this was approved, but then the Attorney 
General overturns it Norrie launches legal action to 
challenge the Attorney General's decision 

Passport regulations updated to 
allow self-identification of gender 
and option of gender marker X. 
2011 

Safe Schools Coalition founded in Victoria as a 
school program to combat bullying and affirm 
children's genders and sexualities. 
2010 

Ban on transgender service in the 
Australian Defence Force lifted 
2010 

First Transformal weekend event 
held in Katoomba. 
2010 
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2009 - 2015 
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BLACK= NSW 

2013 
Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act amended to 
add sexuality, intersex variations and gender identity 
as protected categories 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

2013 
In Re Jamie the Full Court of the Family Court repeals 
requirement that the Family Court authorise stage 
one hormones for children, but still requires court 
approval for stage two treatment 

2015 
Trans Pride Australia founded, 
initially as Trans Pride Sydney 

In High Court case NSW Registrar of Births, 
Deaths and Marriages v Norrie, Norrie is success
ful at having their sex recognised as 'non specific' 
on their birth certificate. This forces the state to 
offer that option, but still trans people must have 
gender affirmation surgery to request it 
2014 

ACT becomes first Jurisdiction to remove requirement of 
gender affirmation surgery to change birth certificates and 
to allow non-binary gender markers on birth certificates. 
2014 

Safe Schools Coalition made a national program 
---2014 
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Timeline 
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2016 
Kungah gathering of Sistergirls and 
Brotherboys hosted on WurundJeri country. 

2016 
Safe Schools Coalition comes under attack by 
conservative media and politicians 

2017 
Marriage equality plebiscite and legalisation of 
marriage equality. 

2017 
Family Court ruling Re Kelvin overturns 
requirement that Family Court authorise stage 
two hormone treatment 

2018 
Family Court overturns requirement for 
court authorisation for gender affirma
tion surgeries in Re Matthew. 

Gender Identity Disorder 
removed from World Health 
Organisation's diagnostic 
manual of mental disorders. 

~ 2019 

Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Act amended so 
that trans people no longer 
need to divorce to change 
their birth certificates. 
2018 
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2016 - 2022 

-

2020 
TransHub launched as a significant on line 
resource with information for trans people, 
health professionals and allies on a range 
of social, legal and medical topics 

--2020 
Pride in sport works with nine sport peak 
bodies to develop trans and gender diverse 
inclusion guidelines, which are launched 
together at the Sydney Cricket Ground. 

BLACK= NSW 

BLUE= AUSTRALIA 

PINK - INTERNATIONAL 

ACT and Queensland are 
first Australian Jurisdictions 
to ban so-called conversion 
therapy. Victoria follows 
suit with an even tougher 
ban passed in 2021 

NSW Health releases its first 
"NSW LGBTIQ+ Health Strategy 
2022-2027," which explicitly 
supports gender affirming care. 

--2022 

NSW Government reJects 
Latham's education bill. 
2022 

2020 

One Nation MP Mark Latham introduces anti-trans 
education bill into the Legislative Council and also 
chairs an inquiry which critics label as biased 
against trans and gender diverse people 
2021 
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